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Mr. Stowe,
Thank you for the discussion today regarding the options you are considering to remove
uranium from drinking water system and the different disposal options.  Just briefly, I
understood that the city had drilled a well in an aquifer that’s in an oxidized state, containing
uranium levels of approximately < 30µg.  The well has the capacity to produce
approximately 2,000 gpm; however, it is not being used since the EPA promulgated it’s
rules that limited the amount of uranium in drinking water.  In order to use the well, the
different options you are considering involve blending for dilution and/or setting up an ion
exchange system; however, all of these options involve disposal questions (e.g., brine
and/or resins). 
 
I’ve attached a couple of documents, that you may be familiar with already, basically
covering the regulations and licensing guidance documents.
 
(1) Regulatory Issues Summary 2006-20, Rev 1, “Guidance for Receiving Enforcement
Discretion when Concentrating Uranium at Community Water Systems.”  (please note that
this RIS has some information; however, there is no longer discretion necessary since the
regulations under 10 CFR 40.22 have been updated.) 
 
(2) The regulations under 10 CFR 40.22, [10 CFR 40.22] provides information involving the
quantities of uranium and thorium that are allowed under a general license.  Please note, a
general licensee must implement the regulations as stated in the pertinent section;
however, there is no license application, frequency of inspection, nor fees associated with
the general license.
 
(3) If a specific license is necessary, because you may be handling either: (1) greater
concentration than 0.05% by weight, or (2) greater than the total pounds allowed under the
general license requirements, or (3) need to dispose of greater than the quantity allowed
under the general license requirements, then the specific licensing guidance documents are
as follows.  In addition, it may take greater than 90-days to authorize the specific license,
depending on your request and whether environmental assessment is necessary, in order
for the agency to be compliant with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

·         Standard Review Plan for Source Material Licenses (1987) (ADAMS Accession
Number ML17100A285)

·         Regulatory Guide 10-4, Revision 2 and Revision 3
 
(4) The fees associated with a specific license are assessed every year and are published
in 10 CFR 170.31 and 10 CFR 171.16.  Not knowing exactly what your Program Code
might be; however, as an example you may potentially fall under Category 2.F., “all other
source material licenses.”  Therefore, based on the regulations published on our website,
the fees for Category 2.F. would be: 
10 CFR 170.30 (application fee):  $2,600.00

mailto:Rachel.Browder@nrc.gov
mailto:estowe@mountainwtr.com
mailto:Christopher.Grossman@nrc.gov
mailto:RobertoJ.Torres@nrc.gov
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https://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/cfr/part040/part040-0022.html
https://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/cfr/part170/part170-0031.html
https://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/cfr/part171/part171-0016.html
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NRC REGULATORY ISSUE SUMMARY 2006-20, Rev. 1 


GUIDANCE FOR RECEIVING ENFORCEMENT DISCRETION WHEN 
CONCENTRATING URANIUM AT COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS 


 
 
ADDRESSEES 
 
All community water systems (CWSs) in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)  
non-Agreement States that, while treating drinking water, may accumulate and concentrate 
naturally-occurring uranium in media, effluents, and other residuals, above 0.05 percent by 
weight.  All Agreement State and Non-Agreement State Radiation Control Program Directors 
and State Liaison Officers. 
 
INTENT 
 
The NRC is issuing this regulatory issue summary (RIS) to rescind, in its entirety, RIS 2006-20.  
No action or written response is required. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
On December 7, 2000 (65 FR 76707), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued 
new standards for the uranium content in drinking water.  In EPA’s final rulemaking, 
EPA set a maximum contaminant level (MCL) of 30 micrograms per liter, equivalent to 30 parts 
per billion, for uranium in drinking water.  The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, provides 
the NRC with regulatory authority over source material (which includes uranium and thorium) 
after its removal from its place of deposit in nature.  The NRC has issued regulations for source 
material in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 40, “Domestic Licensing of 
Source Material.”   
 
In the Federal Register notice for the December 2000 final rule, the EPA estimated that 500 
water treatment facilities may be required to remove uranium from drinking water.  However, the 
exact number of affected facilities was uncertain because uranium concentration in drinking 
water had never been systematically measured.  When RIS 2006-20 was issued on 
September 14, 2006, the staff was concerned that EPA’s new regulation, effective at the end of 
2007, would result in the need for NRC and the Agreement States to specifically license a large 
number of water treatment facilities under 10 CFR Part 40.  This would result in large resource 
implications for CWSs and the NRC.  To avoid the burden associated with issuing so many new 
specific licenses while still ensuring public health and safety, the NRC began promulgating a 
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new general license that would be applicable only to water treatment facilities that removed 
uranium from drinking water.  As a final rule was unlikely to be promulgated before the EPA 
implemented its rule, the staff also recommended that the Commission approve the use of 
enforcement discretion to not cite the failure of a CWS to obtain a specific license until the 
rulemaking for the new general license was completed.  The Commission approved the use of 
enforcement discretion for CWSs that met specific criteria, and RIS 2006-20 was issued to 
convey the opportunity for regulatory relief. 
 
SUMMARY OF ISSUE 
 
To date, the NRC has not received any requests by a CWS for enforcement discretion from the 
specific licensing requirements in 10 CFR Part 40, and the NRC has only issued one specific 
license for removal of uranium from drinking water.  The number of applications for specific 
licenses is well below the number estimated in 2006 when the staff initially recommended 
promulgation of a new general license.  The unexpectedly low number of specific license 
applications may be because:  (1) the number of water treatment facilities requiring removal of 
uranium was overestimated, (2) some water treatment facilities may be using alternate sources 
for drinking water or using technologies that do not concentrate uranium to levels requiring 
licensing (i.e., they are able to maintain concentration of uranium below 0.05 percent by weight 
of uranium in accordance with the exemption for unimportant quantities in 10 CFR 40.13(a)), (3) 
some water treatment facilities may operate within the constraints of the general license for 
small quantities of source material in 10 CFR 40.22 (i.e., maintain under 15 pounds of uranium 
at one time and concentrate less than 150 pounds of uranium per year), and (4) some water 
treatment facilities may have been allowed to defer treatment of water for uranium removal 
while technical considerations are worked out with the EPA. 
 
Since the NRC originally announced the initiation of the proposed rulemaking for CWSs in 2006, 
neither industry nor the Agreement States have urged the NRC to complete the general license 
rulemaking for CWSs.  Based on the limited number of specific license applications received to 
date, the staff has concluded that promulgation of the new general license rule is unnecessary 
and has terminated the rulemaking as it appears that most CWSs are able to operate within the 
confines of the existing general license requirements.  Accordingly, the NRC has concluded that 
there is no longer a reason to continue to offer enforcement discretion to CWSs for the failure to 
obtain a specific license.  There are existing licensing pathways available to CWSs and those 
that concentrate uranium at levels requiring a specific license are required to apply for a specific 
license.  Based on this determination, the NRC is rescinding RIS 2006-20. 
 
BACKFIT 
 
This RIS requires no action or written response.  Any action on the part of addressees in 
accordance with the guidance contained in this RIS is strictly voluntary and, therefore, is not a 
backfit under any requirement.  Consequently, the staff did not perform a backfit analysis. 
 
FEDERAL REGISTER NOTIFICATION 
 
A notice of opportunity for public comment on this RIS was not published in the Federal Register 
because it is informational and does not represent a departure from current regulatory 
requirements. 
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CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW ACT 
 
This RIS is not a rule as designated by the Congressional Review Act (5 U.S.C. §§ 801-886) 
and, therefore, is not subject to the Act. 
 
RELATED GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS 
 
NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2006-20, “Guidance for Receiving Enforcement Discretion 
When Concentrating Uranium at Community Water Systems.” 
 
PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT  
 
This RIS references information collection requirements that are subject to the Paperwork 
Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).  These information collection requirements 
were approved by the Office of Management and Budget, approval number 3150-0020. 
 
PUBLIC PROTECTION NOTIFICATION 
 
The NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a request for 
information or an information collection requirement unless the requesting document displays a 
currently valid OMB control number. 
 
CONTACT 
 
This RIS requires no specific action or written response.  If you have any questions about this 
RIS, please contact the technical contact listed below or the appropriate regional office. 
 
 


   /Deborah Jackson RA for/ 
 
      Josephine M. Piccone, Director 
      Division of Intergovernmental Liaison  


   and Rulemaking’s  
      Office of Federal and State Materials 
        and Environmental Management Programs 
 
 
CONTACT:  Gary Comfort, FSME/DILR 
          301-415-8106 
          gary.comfort@nrc.gov 
 
 
Enclosure: 
List of Recently Issued FSME  
  Generic Communications
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List of Recently Issued Office of Federal and State Material  


and Environmental Management Programs Generic Communications  


Date GC No. Subject Addressees 


11/19/2010 IN-2010-24 
Notice of Possible Source Leakage 
During Non-Routine Maintenance on a 
Gammacell 40 Irradiator 


All academic Type A broad scope licensees; all 
medical institutions; all self shielded irradiators 
less than or equal to 10,000 cues licensees; all 
Radiation Control Program Directors and State 
Liaison Officers. 


04/27/2011 IN-2011-11 
Reporting Requirement for Heat and 
Smoke Detector Failures in 10 CFR Part 
36 Irradiators 


All holders of irradiator licenses issued by the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under to 
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 
CFR), Part 36, “Licensees and Radiation Safety 
Requirements for Irradiators;” Agreement 
State Radiation Control Program Directors and 
State Liaison Officers 


01/21/10 RIS-2010-02 


The Global Threat Reduction Initiative 
(GTRI) Federally Funded Voluntary 
Security Enhancements for High-Risk 
Radiological Material 


All holders of operating licenses for nuclear 
power reactors and research and test reactors 
under the provisions of Title 10 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50, 
“Domestic Licensing of Production and 
Utilization Facilities,” except those that have 
ceased operations and have certified that fuel 
has been permanently removed from the 
reactor vessel and have no spent fuel stored 
on-site. All U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) fuel cycle facilities licensed 
under 10 CFR Part 40, “Domestic Licensing of 
Source Material” or 10 CFR Part 70, “Domestic 
Licensing of Special Nuclear Material” and 
gaseous diffusion plants certified under 10 CFR 
Part 76, “Certification of Gaseous Diffusion 
Plants.”  All holders of site-specific licenses for 
independent spent fuel storage installations 
(ISFSIs) under the provisions of 10 CFR Part 72, 
“Licensing Requirements for the Independent 
Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-level 
Radioactive Waste, and Reactor-related 
Greater than Class C Waste,” and all holders of 
10 CFR Part 50 licenses with ISFSIs under the 
general license provisions of 10 CFR Part 72.  
All NRC materials licensees authorized to 
possess Category 1 or Category 2 quantities of 
radioactive materials, under the provisions of 
10 CFR Parts 30, “Rules of General Applicability 
to Domestic Licensing of Byproduct Material,” 
40, and 70. 
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List of Recently Issued Office of Federal and State Material  


and Environmental Management Programs Generic Communications  


Date GC No. Subject Addressees 


05/25/10 RIS-2010-04 
Monitoring the Status of Regulated Activities 
During a Pandemic 


All holders of operating licenses for nuclear 
power reactors and research and test reactors 
under the provisions of Title 10 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50, 
“Domestic Licensing of Production and 
Utilization Facilities,” except those that have 
ceased operations and have certified that fuel 
has been permanently removed from the 
reactor vessel and have no spent fuel stored 
on-site.  All U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) fuel cycle facilities licensed 
under 10 CFR Part 40, “Domestic Licensing of 
Source Material” or 10 CFR Part 70, “Domestic 
Licensing of Special Nuclear Material” and 
gaseous diffusion plants certified under 10 CFR 
Part 76, “Certification of Gaseous Diffusion 
Plants.”  All holders of site-specific licenses for 
independent spent fuel storage installations 
(ISFSIs) under the provisions of 10 CFR Part 72, 
“Licensing Requirements for the Independent 
Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-level 
Radioactive Waste, and Reactor-related 
Greater than Class C Waste,” and all holders of 
10 CFR Part 50 licenses with ISFSIs under the 
general license provisions of 10 CFR Part 72.  
All NRC materials licensees authorized to 
possess Category 1 or Category 2 quantities of 
radioactive materials, under the  provisions of 
10 CFR Parts 30, “Rules of General Applicability 
to Domestic Licensing of Byproduct Material,” 
40, and 70. 


09/10/10 RIS-2010-09 
Radiation Safety Officers For Medical-Use 
Licenses Under 10 CFR Part 35 


All U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
medical-use licensees, NRC master material 
licensees, Agreement State Radiation Control 
Program Directors, and State Liaison Officers. 


01/25/11 RIS-2011-01 


NRC Policy On Release Of Iodine-131 
Therapy Patients Under 10 CFR 35.75 To 
Locations Other Than Private 
Residences 


All U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
medical-use licensees, NRC master material 
licensees, Agreement State Radiation Control 
Program Directors, and State Liaison Officers. 


Note:   This list contains the six most recently issued generic communications, issued by the Office of Federal and State 
Materials and Environmental Management Programs (FSME).  A full listing of  all generic communications may be viewed at 
the NRC public website at the following address: http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/gen-comm/index.html 
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1.1 PURPOSE OF GUIDE 


STANDARD REVIEW PLAN FOR APPLICATIONS 
FO~ SOURCE MATERIAL LICENSES 


1. INTRODUCTION 


The purpose of this regulatory guide is to provide assistance to applicants 


and licensees in preparing applications for new licenses, license amendments, 


and l icense renewals for the use of source material in such activities as 


research and development, the use of source material as shielding, manufactur


ing depleted uranium and thorium-magnesium alloy products, manufacturing glass 


containing uranium, manufacturing and distributing other products containing 


source material, or shaping, grinding, and polishing lenses containing thorium. 


This guide does not apply to (1) activities related to the reactor fuel cycle, 


such as uranium and thorium mill operation and uranium hexafluoride production, 


and (2) large-scale processing of source material for extraction of metallic 


compounds such as zirconi~m or hafnium. 


Reviewers 


Specific notes for reviewers are inserted throughout this 


guide when additional comments may be helpful. These 


reviewers' notes are indented to stand out from the infor


mation provided to the applicant in Regulatory Guide 10.4. 


1.2 APPLICABLE REGULATIONS 


NRC regulations on licensing source material are in 10 CFR Part 40, 
11 Domestic Licensing of Source Material. 11 Source material means (1) uranium or 


thorium, or any combination of them, in any physical or chemical form or 


(2) ores that contain by weight 0.05% or more of uranium, thorium, or any com


bination of them. Source material does not include special nuclear material. 
In addition to 10 CFR Part 40, other regulations pertaining to this type of 


license are found in 10 CFR Part 19, 11 Notices, Instructions, and Reports to 


Workers; Inspections 11 ; 10 CFR Part 20, 11 Standards for Protection Against Radia


tion11; 10 CFR Part 71, 11 Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material 11
; 


and 10 CFR Part 170, 11 Fees for Facilities and Materials Licenses and Other 
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Regulatory Services Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as Amended. " It is . 
your responsibility as an applicant and as a licensee to have copies of and to 


abide by each regulation. As a licensee, you are subject to all applicable . 


provisions of the regulations that pertain to the use of source material. 


This guide identifies the information needed to complete NRC Form 313 for 


applications for a license for the use of source material. The information 


collection requirements in NRC Form 313 have been cleared under OMB Clearance 
No. 3150-0120. 


1.3 AS LOW AS IS REASONABLY ACHIEVABLE (ALARA) PHILOSOPHY 


Paragraph 20.l(c) of 10 CFR Part 20 states " ... persons engaged i n activi


ti es under licenses issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to 


the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act 


of 1974 should, in addition to complying with the requirements set forth in 


this part, make every reasonable effort to maintain radiation exposures, and 


releases of radioactive materials in effluents to unrestricted areas, as low 


as is reasonably achievable." Regulatory Guide 8.10, "Operating Philosophy 


for Maintaining Occupational Radiation Exposures As Low As Is Reasonably 


Achievable," provides the NRC staff position on this important subject. As an 


applicant, you should consider the ALARA philosophy as described in Regulatory 


Guide 8.10 in developing plans for work with licensed radioactive materials . 


1. 4 EXEMPTIONS AND GENERAL LICENSES 


Although this guide covers the preparation of applications for specific 


licenses, you should be aware of the existence of exemptions and general 


licenses. Exemptions and general l icenses are effective without filing an 


application or be~ng issued specific documents; whereas specific licenses 


require filing an application and a license being issued to specific persons . 


You should refer to§§ 40.11 to 40.27 of 10 CFR Part 40 for a complete list 


of exemptions and general licenses. 
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2. FILING AN APPLICATION 


You, as the app l icant for a materials license, should comp l ete NRC Form 313 


(see Appendix A to this guide). · You should complete Items 1 through 4, 12, 


and 13 on the form itself, and if you so choose, Item 14. For Items 5 through 


11, submit the information on supplementary pages. Each separate sheet or docu


ment submitted with the application should be identified and keyed to the item 


number on the application to which it refers. All typed pages, sketches, and, 


if possible, drawings should be on 8-1/2 x 11 inch paper to facilitate hantiling 


and review. If larger drawings are necessary, they should be folded to 


8-1/2 x 11 inches. 


You should complete all items in the application in enough detail for the 


NRC to determine that your equipment, facilities, training and experience, and 


radiation safety program are adequate to protect health and minimize danger to 


life and property. 


You must file your application in dupl i cate. Retain one copy for yourse l f, 


because the license will require that you possess and use licensed material in 


accordance with the statements and representations in your application and any 


supplements to it not disapproved by the NRC. 


If you wish to possess or use licensed material on Federal property or in 


any State subject to NRC jurisdiction, you should file your app li cation with 


the NRC Regiona l Office for the State in which the material will be possessed 


or used. 


If you are located i n Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Maine, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, 


Rhode Island, or Vermont, send your applications to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 


Commission, Region I, Nuclear Material Section B, 631 Park Avenue, King of 


Prussia, PA 19406. 


If you are located in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, 


North Carolina, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Virgin 


Islands, or West Virginia, send your applications to the U.S. Nuclear Reg~la


tory Commission, Region II, Material Radiation Protection Section, 101 Marietta 


Street, Suite 2900, Atlanta, GA 30323. 


If you are located in I ll inois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, 


Missouri, Ohio, or Wisconsin, send your applications to the U.S. Nuclear 
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Regulatory Commission, Region III, Material Licensing Section, 799 Rooseve l t 


Road, ·Glen Ellyn, IL 60137. 


If you are located in Arkansas, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Louisiana, 


Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, 


Utah, or Wyoming, send your applications to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 


Commission, Region IV, Material Radiation Protection Section, 611 Ryan Plaza 


Drive, Suite 1000, Arlington, TX 76011. 


If you are located in Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada, Oregon, 


Washington, or U.S. territories and possessions in the Pacific, send your 


applications ·to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V, Material 


Radiation Protection Section, 1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210, Walnut Creek, CA 


94596. 


Twenty-nine States to date have entered into agreements with the NRC that 


give them the authority to license radioactive materials used or possessed 


within their borders. These States are called Agreement States . A current 


list of Agreement States (including names, addresses, and telephone numbers of 


responsible officials) may be obtained upon request from the Medical, Academic, 


and Commercial Use Safety Branch, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, 


DC 20555, or from NRC 1 s Regional Offices, whose addresses are listed above. If 


you are a non-Federal organization who wishes to possess or use licensed mate


rial in one of these Agreement States, your application form should be obtained 


from and filed with the State 1 s radiation control program and not with the NRC. 


2.1 PROPRIETARY AND PERSONAL INFORMATION 


Please note that license applications and related documents are available 


for review by the general public in the NRC Public Document Rooms. You should 


not submit proprietary information unless it is essential to give a complete 


description of your equipment, facilities, . and radiation protection program. 


If you cannot avoid the use of proprietary information, you should separate 


the proprietary . information from the rest of the application and submit a 


request for withholding from public inspection in conformance with the require


ments of § .2.790 of 10 CFR Part 2. Failure to follow this procedure may result 


in disclosure of the proprietary information to the genera l public or substan


tial delays in processing your application. 
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Do not submit personal. information about your employees except as it 


relates to your radiation safety program. For example, the training and expe


rience of individuals should be described to demonstrate their ability to manage 


radiation safety programs. Home addresses and home telephone numbers should 


be submitted only if they are part of an emergency response plan. Dates of 


birth, Social Security numbers, and radiation dose information should be sub
mitted only if specifically requested by NRC. 


2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 


The NRC does not ordinarily require a formal environmental report for the 


type of activities included in this regulatory guide. However, if your opera


tions have the potential for significantly affecting the quality of the environ


ment (for example, certain large-scale manufacturing ope~ations and associated 
waste storage and disposal activities), the NRC may require evaluation pursuant 


to 10 CFR Part 51, 11 Environmental Protection Regulations for Domestic Licensing 


and Related Regulatory Functions. 11 Prior to submitting information pursuant to 


the Part 51 requirements, you should contact NRC material licensing personnel 


for assistance. 


2.3 PHYSICAL PROTECTION ANO SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION 


Specific information on physical protection and safeguards programs for 


source material need only be provided in response to a specific request from 


NRC. (See paragraph 40.31(g) of 10 CFR Part 40.) 


The NRC uses an electronic data processing procedure to record inventories 


and transfer of source material. This system uses a 3-letter Reporting Identi


fication Symbol (RIS) to identify licensees who must submit material transfer 


reports and periodic material status reports in accordance with § 40.64 of 


10 CFR Part 40. The NRC will assign you a Reporting Identification Symbol and 


will tell you how to use it if your license or license amendment authorizes 


quantities of source material greater than those specified in§ 40.64. 


Reviewers 


Contact the Division of Safeguards and Transportation for any 


questions regarding§ 40.64 of 10 CFR Part 40. 
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3. CONTENTS OF AN APPLICATION 


If your intended use of source material will involve only prefabricated 
products (such as clad uranium metal for accelerator shielding) and you wi ll 
perform no chemical, physical, or metallurgical operations, complete Items 1 
through 8, 11, 12, and 13 of NRC Form 313. However, if your use of source 
material will involve chemical, physical, or metallurgical operations (for 
example, metal-forming operations, cutting and grinding, fabrication of parts, 
or destructive testing of parts containing source material), you should com
plete Items 1 through 13 of the form. 


The following apply to the indicated items of NRC Form 313. 


Reviewers 
Check whether the application has been signed (Item 13). 
If not, make a copy of the unsigned application- form and 


return the original to the applicant for signature. Keep 
the copy until the original is signed and returned. You 
may proceed with the technical review of an unsigned 
application if it appears that this will save time, but 
you are not required to do so. 


Appendix B (a sample license) and a checkl i st are at the 
back of this SRP for the reviewer's convenience. 


Item 1 - LICENSE INFORMATION 


For a new license, check subitem A. For an amendment to an existing 
license, check subitem B. For a renewal of an existing license, check 
subitem C. 


Item 2 - NAME AND MAILING ADDRESS OF APPLICANT 


The applicant should be the corporation or other legal entity applying 
for the license. If you are an individual, you may be an applicant only if 
you are acting in a private capacity and the use of the source material is not 
connected with your employment by a corporation or other legal entity . 
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Reviewers 
The applicant should be a legal entity such as a corpora


tion, college, university, medical institution, or res·earch 


institution. An individual, division, or department with


in a legal entity may not be a licensee. Individuals may 


request licenses only if they are acting for themselves 


and not for or within a l egal entity. 


The address specified here should be your mailing address for correspon


dence. This may or may not be the same as the address at which the material 


wil l be used, as specified in Item 3. 


Reviewers 


The applicant 1 s mailing address needs no review. 


Item 3 - LOCATIONS OF USE 


You should specify each location of use by the street address, city, and 


State or other descriptive address (such as 5 mi les east on Highway 10, Anytown, 


State) to allow us to easily locate your faci l ities. A Post Office box address 


is not acceptable. If source material is to be used at more than one location, 


you must give the specific address of each location. In Items 5 through 11 of 


the application, describe the intended use and the facilities and equipment at 


each location. 


Reviewers 
A street address or designation of a particular building 


on a college or university campus is adequate identifica


tion. A Post Office box or similar designation is not 


acceptable. If each location of use is not clearly and 


specifically identified, request clarification from the 


applicant. 


Item 4 - PERSON TO BE CONTACTED ABOUT APPLICATION 


You should name the individual who knows your proposed radioactive mate


rials program and can answer questions about your application, and you should 
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note his or her telephone number. This individual will serve as the point of 


contact during the review of your application and during the period of your 


license. This person is usually the radiation safety officer or a principal 


user of radioactive materials. If this individual does not work for you full 


time, please specify his or her position and relationship to your firm. You 


should notify the NRC if the person assigned to this function changes. 


Reviewers 


This item is for information only. No review i s necessary. 


Item 5 - MATERIAL TO BE POSSESSED 


Specify each type of source material you wish to possess. The following 


is an example of the type of information that should be provided: 


a. Element and 
Mass Number 


Natural 
Thorium 


Natural 
Thorium 


Natural 
Uranium 


b. Chemical and 
Physical Form 
(Including% 
U or Th) 


Thorium oxide 
not exceeding 4% 
alloyed with nickel 


Solid thorium oxide 


Uranium nitrate as. 
solid crystals 


c. Makimum Amount To 
Be Possessed at 
Any One Time 
( k i1 ograms) 


175 


4 


0. 5 


NOTE: The number to be entered in subitem c is the weight of contained 
source material. In this example, the applicant plans to possess and use 
4375 kg of nickel-thoria alloy with 4% thorium. The total weight of source 
material is: 


4375 x 0.04 = 175 kg thorium. Enter 175 kg i n subitem c. 


Item 6 - PURPOSE FOR WHICH LICENSED MATERIAL WILL BE USED 


Provide a clear and concise description of the purpose for which source 


material will be used. If chemical, physical, or metallurgical operations 


are to be performed (for example, shaping, grinding, smelting, testing, dissolv


ing, catalytic reactions), describe the specific processes and tell how much 
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source material is ~sed in each. If the source material is to be used in a 


product for commercial distribution, name the product and specify the quantity 


or percent by weight .of source material in the finished product. 


Paragraphs 40.13(c) and (d) of 10 CFR Part 40 allow distribution of 


certain products containing source material to the general public. The manu


facturer must ensure that the quantity of source material in the product does 


not exceed the quantity specified for that product in§ 40.13. If your planned 


use of source material includes distribution of products specified in§ 40.13, 


the following information should be provided: 


1. The type and quantity of source material in each product. 


2. The chemical and physical form of the source material. 


3. The solubility of the identified source material. 


4. The method for retaining source material in th~ product during normal 


and abnormal conditions of use. 


5. The maximum external radiation levels at 5 and 25 centimeters from 


the surf ace of the product . 


6. The estimated total quantity of source material you will distribute 


annually. 


Reviewers 


Section 40.13 is specific regarding exempt products . The 


applicant need only provide reasonable assurance that it 


is competent to manufacture products that meet the require


ments of§ 40.13. 


Item 7 - INDIVIDUALS RESPONSIBLE FOR RADIATION SAFETY--THEIR TRAINING AND 
EXPERIENCE 


Paragraph 40.32(b) of 10 CFR Part 40 specifies that your staff (the users, 


s upervisors of users, and radiation safety officer for an institutional appli


cant) must be qualified by training and experience to use the material for the 


purposes requested in a manner that protects health and minimizes danger to 


1 i fe or property. Persons responsible for radiation safety must be ab 1 e to 


recognize potential hazards, develop a radiation safety program to protect 


against these hazards, train workers in safe work practices, and supervise 
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day-to-day radiation safety operations . You should provide the following 


information: 


1. The name of the radiation safety officer (RSO); that is, the person 


who will be responsible for the safe conduct of your source material operations 


and compliance with regulatory requirements. 


2. The names of individuals who will supervise the use of radioactive 


material and individuals who wi l l work with radioactive material without 


supervision. 


3. For each individual, a summary of his or her formal training in 


radiation safety, including who conducted the courses, the topics covered, and 


the locations and dates of the courses. 


4. For each individual, a summary of his or her actual experience in 


radiation protection, particularly in the use of loose source material or other 


radioactive material of similar hazard. Specify places and dates and identify 


the types and quantities of radioactive material. 


The individuals specified above should have successfully completed a 


formal course of approximately one week (40 hours) in the fo l lowing topics: 


Principles and practices of radiation protection . 


Radioactivity measurements, monitoring techniques, and the use of 


instruments . 


Mathematics and calculations basic to the use and measurement of 


radioactivity. 


Biological effects of radiation. 


Safety practices applicable to protection from the radiation, chem


ical toxicity, and pyrophoric and explosive properties of source 


materials. 


These individuals should also have had at least a 3-week on-the-job 


radiation protection training program under the direct supervision of an indi


vidual named on an NRC or Agreement State license authorizing the use of loose 


source material or other radioactive material of simi l ~r hazard. This on-the-job 


training should include the following: 
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Conducting actual. surveys under operating conditions and evaluating 


the results (including meter surveys, smear surveys, and air samples). 


Safe procedures for working with source material. 


Evaluating radioactive material processing facilities for proper 


operations from the radiological safety standpoint. 


Procedures for determining the need for bioassays. 


Becoming familiar with 10 CFR Part 20, the terms and conditions 


of licenses, and the content of standard operating and emergency 


procedures. 


Item 8 - TRAINING FOR INDIVIDUALS WORKING IN OR FREQUENTING RESTRICTED AREAS 


According to § 19.12 of 10 CFR Part 19, all individuals who work in or 


frequent restricted areas must be instructed in the healt}1 protection problems 


associated with exposure to radioactive material. In addition, persons who 


actually work with radioactive material should receive training in the safe 


use of radioactive material. This training should be given prior to any work 


assignments with radioactive material and should be updated at least annually . 


You should submit a general description of the training you wil l provide 


to individuals working in or frequenting your restricted areas, including: 


1. An outline showing your training objectives and the topics (with major 


subheadings) to be covered. The extent of instruction should be commensurate 


with potential radiological problems in your restricted areas and should include 
at least the following topics; 


Identification of licensed radioactive materials and radiological 


hazards present in the restricted area to be entered by the 


individual. 


Precautions and procedures to minimize exposures and the spread of 


contamination. 
Purposes and functions of protective devices required. 


Applicable NRC regulations to be obser.ved by individuals working i n 


or frequenting restricted areas. 
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Terms of NRC lic~nses applicable to employees working in or frequent


ing restricted areas. 


Standard operating and emergency procedures to be followed by indi
viduals working in or frequenting restricted areas. 


Responsibi l ity of individuals to report unsafe acts or conditions 
observed in restricted areas. 


Rights of employees to receive radiation exposure reports upon 
request. 


For persons who actually work with radioactive material, instructions 
for the safe use of radioactive material. 


2. The duration and frequency of training. 


3. Your means for testing the comprehension of participants, i.e., 
practical exercise, oral test, or written test (include ~ sample). 


4. Your method for recording participation. 


5. The name, title, and qualifications of the individual responsible for 
conducting the training. 


Reviewers 


The training should cover al l appropriate topics, 
particularly for people who actually work with radioactive 


material. The qualifications and training for the indi


vidual conducting the training are specified in Item 7~ 


Item 9 - FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 


Your facilities and equipment must be adequate to protect health and 
minimize danger to life or property. The facilities and equipment for a radio
active materials program should be appropriate to the quantities and types of 


materials to be used, to the uses and processes to be conducted, and to the 
frequency and duration of the manipulations or processes. 


You should describe your equipment and facilities for the requested use 


of source material. If you list more than one location of use in Item 3, 
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describe the faci l ities and.equipment for each l ocation. In selecting your 


equipment and facilities, consider the following: 


1. Radioactive materials should be used in a restricted area, i.e., an 


area to which the licensee controls access in order to protect individuals from 


exposure to radiation and radioactive materials. According to § 20.207 of 


10 CFR Part 20, licensed materials stored in unrestricted areas must be secured 


from unauthorized removal, and licensed materials in an unrestricted area and 


not in storage must be under the constant surveillance and immediate control 


of the licensee. 


2. Bench-top or open work areas may be used for sealed sources, for 


sma l l quantities of solid materials in any form not likely to become airborne, 


and for small quantities of liquids of sufficiently low vo latility that they 


are not likely to cause airborne contamination or toxicity problems. Trays or 


absorbent surface covers to catch and retain spilled liquids should be used on 


open work surfaces and inside the closed systems discussed below. Surfaces 


should be nonporous to facilitate decontamination. 


3. Radioactive materials handled or processed in unsealed forms should 


be confined to control the release of material and to prevent the spread of 


contamination. Gaseous, volatile, and finely divided solid materials should 


be handled in closed or isolated systems such as glove boxes or fume hoods with 


filtered exhaust systems. 


4. Appropriate fume hoods should be used for gases and volatile mate


rials in sealed systems that are susceptible to rupture, for unsealed volatile 


materials, and for processes such as evaporation that release gases or vapors. 


Hoods provide emergency ventilation and exhaust for unplanned releases (such 


as an accidental rupture of a sealed gas system) as well as routine dilution 


and exhaust of effluents produced by evaporation. Filters, absorbers, or 


scrubbers may be required .for removal of particulates, gases, and volatile 


material from the exhaust system so that releases of radioactive material will 


comply with§§ 20.103 and 20.106 of 10 CFR Part 20. 
5. The facilities proposed for any use of source materials must be appro


priate to the type and quantity of materials to be used and to the type and 


duration of operations to be conducted. The faci l ities and equipment chosen 


must provide reasonable assurance that the permissible personnel exposure limits 


(of§§ 20.101, 20.103, and 20.104 of 10 CFR Part 20) will not be exceeded in 
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restricted areas and that the permissible levels of radiation and radioactivity 


in effluents (§§ 20.105 and 20.106, respectively) will not be exceeded in 


unrestricted areas. 
You should submit a drawing or sketch of all laboratories or work areas 


where radioactive materials, including radioactive wastes, will be used, 


processed, or stored. These drawings should include the identification and 
location of fixed radiation protection equipment. Storage containers and 


facilities should provide both shielding and security for materials. The draw
ings should also show the relationship and distance between restricted areas 
where radioactive materials will be handled and adjacent unrestricted areas. 


Drawings or sketches should be drawn to an indicated scale, or dimensions 
should be included on each drawing or sketch. 


For programs in which radioactive material may become airborne or may 


be included in airborne effluents, the drawings or sketches should include 
a schematic description of the ventilation system annotated to show airflow 


rates, filtration and other effluent treatment equipment, and air and effluent 
monitoring instruments. 


If there is a potential for contamination of waste water, the waste water 
processing system should be described. 


If respiratory protective equipment will be used to limit the inhalation 


o.f, airborne material, follow the provisions of§ 20.103 of 10 CFR Part 20 and 


submit appropriate information. 
NOTE: If your analysis shows that you can maintain exposure levels 


within the limits in 10 CFR Part 20 without the use of special facilities, 
provide a written statement of this and include a complete justification for 


your conclusion. 


Reviewers 
Paragraph 40.32(c) of 10 CFR Part 40 requires that the 


applicant 1 s proposed facilities and equipment be adequate 
to protect health and minimize danger to life or property. 
The selection of facilities and equipment by the applicant 
and the determination of their adequacy by the licensing 


reviewer involve a balancing of the protective features of 


the facilities and equipment, e.g., shielding, distance, 
containment, handling mechanisms, security against inadver
tent exposures or losses. These protective features must 
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be taken into con~ideration during analysis of the charac


teristics of the radioactive material and the proposed use 


that determine the potential risk, i.e., type, quantity, 


and form of material and kind and duration of handling 


procedures and exposures. 


Ordinarily source materials do not present a significant 


external radiation hazard because of their low specific 


activity (about 10- 7 curie/gram). However, if materials 


are processed using chemical, physical, or metallurgical 


operations, surface or airborne contamination may result. 


Facilities and equipment should be adequate to control 


these potential hazards and enable compliance with Part 20 


requirements . 


For example, the radiation dose rate at the surface of an 


unshielded depleted uranium (DU) component in equilibrium 


with its daughters is about 225 mrem/hr when measured 


through a 7 mg/cm2 absorber. However, the melting and 


casting of DU can result in the migration of short-lived 


daughters of uranium to the surface of the casting. Thus, 


the concentration of these beta emitters on the interior 


surface of molds and crucibles, on the exterior surface of 


castings, and in the residue or s l ag results in dose rate~ 


as high as about 20 rems/hr. 


Because of the wide variety of source material licensees , 


it is difficult to provide specific guidance on acceptable 


faci l ities and equipment. Reviewers are encouraged to see 


simi l ar licenses and discuss cases with inspectors as part 


of the review. 
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Item 10 - RADIATION SAFETY PROGRAM 


10.1 Personnel Monitoring Devices 


According to§ 20.202 of 10 CFR Part 20, persons in restricted areas who 


are likely to receive doses of radiation in excess of stated limits and 


persons in high radiation areas must use personnel monitoring devices. If you 


have such areas within your facility or if you intend to monitor your person


nel to ensure that they do not receive exposures in excess of those specified 


by the NRC, specify the type of device (film badge, thermoluminescent dosim


eter (TLD)) you will use and the interval between exchanges. Extremity monitor


ing should be considered because it often provides a more accurate representa


tion of the dose from source material. If pocket chambers or pocket dosimeters 


will be used, you should specify t~e useful range, the frequency of reading, 


and the procedures for their maintenance and calibration. 


The usual personnel monitoring devices are film badges or TLDs that are 


furnished and processed by commercial suppliers.* It is possible for qualified 


licensees to process their own film badges or TLDs, but this is seldom done. 


The reports furnished by processors of these devices provide a permanent 


record of exposures to personnel. 


Film badges are usua l ly exchanged at 1-month intervals since longer 


intervals can result in film fading and inaccurate readings. TLDs can be 


exchanged at intervals of up to 3 months. Shorter exchange intervals are 


useful when exposures may vary considerably from job to job or when they are 
likely to be a substantial fraction of permissible doses. However, too


frequent exchange may give inaccurate results because of low readings. 


Pocket chambers and pocket dosimeters should be used only to supplement, 


not to replace, film badges and TLDs. Pocket chambers ~nd pocket dosimeters 


are useful for frequent checks by the user on incremental exposures received 


*Applicants should note that on February 13, 1987, the NRC published a final 
rule amending§ 20.202 of 10 CFR Part 20 dealing with whole body personnel 
dosimetry devices, such as film badges and TLDs. These badges and TLDs must 
be processed by processors that have been accredited by the National Volun
tary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) of the National Bureau of 
Standards. The effective date of the rule is February 12, 1988. 
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during short-term operations. Although the readings from pocket chambers and 


dosimeters may be recorded, these are not considered as reliable as exposures 


reported in writing by film badge and TLD processors. 


If you do not plan to use personnel monitoring devices, you must submit 


ca lcul at ions, documentation from radiation surveys'· prior personne 1 monitoring 


results, or other information to demonstrate that it is unlikely that any 


individual will receive a dose in excess of the limits specified i n paragraphs 


20.202(a)(l) and (2) of 10 CFR Part 20. 


Reviewers 


If an applicant proposes not to use personnel monitoring 


devices, the reviewer should consider the applicant's 


reasons based on prior personnel monitoring with consi s


tently low results, other radiation surveys, calculations, 


the improbability of operational changes that would signif


icantly increase personnel exposures, or any other logi


cally presented information. The reviewer should also 


consider the likelihood of exceeding the prescribed expo


sure limits based on the average radiation exposures for 


programs of similar type and scope. In general, licensees 


processing large quantities of source material should pro


vide personnel monitoring, particularly if they heat the 


material. 


10. 2 Bioassays 


In issuing specific l icenses, the NRC cust9marily requires bioassays when 


individuals work with source material in quantities, chemical and physical forms , 


and manipulations that make it likely that radionuclides will be ingested, 


inhaled, or absorbed. Guidance on bioassay programs for individuals using source 


material, including the levels and types of handling for which bioassays are 


indicated, is provided in Regulatory Guide 8.11, 11 Applications of Bioassay for 


Uranium. 11 Although Regulatory Guide 8.11 deals specifically with depleted, 


natural, and enriched uranium, some of the methods are applicable to thorium 


as well. Your application for a specific license should include a discussion 


of your proposed use of bioassays, including the types and quantities of iso


topes and the types and frequency of manipulations for which bioassays will be 
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used. If you propose to use bioassays l ess conservatively than recommended in 


Regulatory Guide 8.11, you should state your rationale. 


10.3 Surveys and Monitoring 


The types, methods, and frequency of surveys should be appropriate to the 


types and quantities of mater1als used and to the types of operations performed. 


Describe your guidelines for performing surveys and monitoring, including 


approximate frequencies. Consider the following types of surveys for radiation 


and radioactive contamination as you prepare these procedures for your planned 


program. 


1. In laboratory and plant areas (e.g., checking for contamination 


on bench tops, handling and storage equipment, clothing, hands). Surveys 


of external radiation levels should be made whenever radioactive material or 


sources are used in a configuration or at a level that is not already surveyed 


or well known. For a continuing or repetitive condition, a survey should be 


made initially, whenever the configuration or source size is changed, and 


periodically to verify that levels are essentially the same as previously 


surveyed. 


2. During work with radiation or radioactive materials (e.g., airborne 


contamination or personnel exposure measurements, including extremities). 


3. In areas associated with storage, disposal, or release of radioactive 


materials (e.g., checking storage and disposal sites and containers; liquid, 
gas, and particulate effluents; filters and duct systems). 


4. In operations involving materials in gas, liquid, or finely divided 


forms. The survey program should monitor the adequacy of containment and control 


of the materials involved. Surveys and monitoring for airborne concentrations 


in restricted and unrestricted areas, for concentrations in air and water efflu


ents released to unrestricted areas, and for surface contamination of personnel, 


facilities, and equipment should be made whenever the type and quantity of 


material handled and the nature of the handling operations are such that 


releases of radioactivity or contamination are likely. Precautionary surveys 


should be made periodically if releases or spills of contamination are possible , 


even though they are not likely or expected. 
5. In an air sampling program. Describe the area where samples will be 


taken, the frequency of sampling, and the location of the sampler with respect 
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to restricted and unrestricted areas and work areas. Describe the type of . 
assays to be performed to evaluate air samples and the methods used to relate 


results to actual personnel exposures. 


6. In an effluent monitoring program for all airborne and liquid radio


active material releases to unrestricted areas. Calculational and theoretical 


evaluations should be supplemented by stack monitoring, waste-stream monitoring, 


water sampl i ng, and other environmental monitoring appropriate for the planned 


and potential releases. Explain the bas i s for any decision not to take 


measurements. 


The frequency of periodic surveys should be based on judgment considering 


the type and ciuant i ty of materi a 1 .and the kind and comp 1 exi ty of handling proce


dures. In areas where substantial quantities of material are handled and spills 


or releases are possible (as in chemical processing), surveys should be taken at 


least daily or after each operation. Laboratories handlfng small quantities 


in forms not likely to cause significant contamination may need to be surveyed 


only weekly or monthly. 


Routine surveys of work areas are usually done by the workers in the area, 


and surveillance and verification surveys are performed periodically, e.g., 


quarterly, by the radiation safety officer or his or her staff. 


Special surveys should be performed whenever there is an unusual event 


such as a spi ll or nonroutine handling of material under circumstances that 


release of material or contamination is possible. 


Guidance may be obtained from the National Council on Radiation Protection 


Report No. 57, 11 Instruments and Monitoring Methods for Radiation Protection 11 ;* 


the International Atomic Energy Agency Technical Report Series No.120, "Monitor-


ing of Radioactive Contamination on Surfaces 11 ;** and Regulatory Guides 8.21, 
11 Health Physics Surveys for Byproduct Material at NRC-Licensed Processing and 


Manufacturing Plants, 11 and 8.23, "Radiation Safety Surveys at Medical Institutions. 11 


*Copies may be obtained from NCRP Publications, 7910 Woodmont Ave., Suite 1016, 
Bethesda, MD 20814. 


**Copies may be obtained from UNIPUB Inc., P.O. Box 433, Murray Hi ll Station, 
New York, NY 10157. 
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Reviewers 


For unsealed material, particular emphasis should be 


placed on surveys of airborne material and monitoring for 


contamination, especially of workers before they leave the 


facility. 


10.4 Radiation Detection Instruments and Instrument Calibration 


You should provide information on the radiation detection and measuring 


instruments to be used for radiation protection measurements. In addition to 


survey and monitoring instruments, which are the primary radiation protection 


instruments, include a description of the quantitative measuring instruments 


needed to monitor the adequacy of radioactive materials containment and contami


nation control. Instruments used only for acquisition of data related to the 


use of radioactive materials and not to radiation protection need not be l isted. 


The following is a list of the minimum equipment deemed necessary for 


source material operations involving loose materials (possible surface or 


airborne contamination). 


1. Portable survey meters capable of detecting the presence of beta and 


gamma surface contamination· and measuring external radiation levels up to 


several hundred millirems per hour. 


2. Air sampling devices with filter media that are 99% efficient for 


coll ecting particles with a diameter greater than 0.3 micrometer . 
3. High-strength wipes for collection of removable surface contamination. 


4. Low-level laboratory counting equipment for analysis of air samples, 


wipe samples, or water samples for alpha or beta radioactivity content. 


5. Film badges or TLDs for monitoring external exposure doses to persons 


working in or frequenting restricted areas. You may'obtain these devices from 


any commercial vendor and you should process (exchange) them at intervals not 


to exceed 1 month for film badges and 3 months for TLDs.* 


*As of February 12, 1988, § 20.202 of 10 CFR Part 20 will require whole body 
personnel dosimetry devices, such as film badges and TLDs, to be processed 
by processors that have been accredited by NVLAP of the National Bureau of 
Standards. 
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Instrumentation may be described i n a tabular l isting: 


A 
Type of 
Instrument 


B 
Number 
Available 


c 
Radiation 
Detected 
(alpha, beta, 
gamma, neutron) 


D 
Sensitivity 
Range 
(millirem/hour 
or counts/ 
minute) 


NOTE: In Column A, include the window thickness of instruments for 
detecting alpha or beta particles. 


Instruments for radiation protection measurements need not be present 


continuously in each room or laboratory, but they should be readily available 


at each licensed location of use (refer to Item 3). Radiation protection 


instruments may be used in more than one laboratory and moved about as needed, 


but they should be available in sufficient numbers to meet all simul taneous 


needs. 


Surveying and monitoring instruments for measuring unsealed radioactive 


material (e.g., surface contamination, filters, and wipe tests) are usually the 


geiger probe type. The sensitivity range and window thickness of the probe 


must be appropriate to the type and quantity of material to be measured. These 


instruments read in either millirems per hour or counts per minute. If they 


read in millirems per hour, they can also be used to measure exposure rates 


from sealed or unsealed material up to the limit of the instrument scale. 


Instruments should be calibrated and operable in order to perform appro


priate surveys and monitoring. Your · survey meters should be calibrated at 


least every 12 months and after any servicing of the instrument (other than a 


simple battery exchange). State the frequency of calibration for each l isted 


instrument. There are three options for calibration: 


1. If the instruments will be returned to the manufacturer for calibra


tion, so state. 


2. If a contractor will perform the calibration, state the name and 


address of the firm and its NRC or Agreement State license number. 


3. If the instruments will be calibrated inhouse, provide the following 


additional information. 
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The name of the·manufacturer and model number of each radiation 


source to be.used, 


The nuclide and _quantity of radioactive material contained in 


each source, 


The accuracy of each source and the traceability of the source 


to a primary radiation standard, 


The step-by-step procedures, including associated radiation 


safety procedures, you wi 11 use in ca_l i brat i ng, and 


The name of each individual who will perform the calibrations 


together with his or her experience and training in instrument 


calibration. 


Note: Guidance is being developed on inhouse calibration of survey 


instruments. Draft Regulatory Guide FC 413-4, 11 Guide for the Preparation of 


Applications for Licenses for the Use of Radioactive Materials in Calibrating 


Radiation Survey and Monitoring Instruments, 11 was issued for public comment 


in June 1985. 


Reviewers 


If applicants plan to calibrate their own instruments, they 


need to describe their procedures. If they plan to have 


outside firms calibrate the instruments, they need to 


provide the names, addresses, and license numbers of these 


firms. However, if the instrument manufacturers will cali


brate the instruments, the applicants need only so state. 


If an outside firm is specified, check to be sure that the 


NRC or an Agreement State has reviewed the calibration 


procedure. If the instrument manufacturer will do the 


calibration, no further check is necessary. 


Statements such as 11 instruments will be calibrated by a 


firm licensed by NRC or an Agreement State" or 11 instruments 


will be calibrated by XYZ Company or equivalent11 sl)ould be 


considered deficient. Request the applicant to provide the 


name, address, and license number of each firm other than 


the instrument manufacturer. 
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10.5 Radiation Safety Procedures 


Your radiation safety procedures must be adequate to protect health and 


minimize danger to life and property according to paragraph 40.32(c) of 10 CFR 


Part 40. You should provide the following information about your radiation 


safety program. Exhibit 1 is an examp le of an acceptable radiation safety 


program submittal. 


1. A description in outline form (with major subheadings) of your 


radiation safety program, including the following: 


a. Program objectives 


b. The responsibilities and duties with respect to radiation safety of 


management, radiation safety personnel, work supervisors, and workers 


c. Primary program tasks 


d. Methods for auditing and evaluating the effectiveness of your radia


tion safety program 


2. A sample standard operating procedure (SOP) as developed and approved 


for an activity for which you are seeking a license . An SOP is a formal set 


of detailed instructions telling a worker how to perform an operation safely. 


The SOP is prepared as a cooperative effort between the individual most familiar 


with the operation and his or her supervisor. It is then reviewed by the RSO · 


for radiological safety content and is approved by management for implementation 


by the supervisor. Exhibit 2 outlines the steps for preparing an SOP. 


3. A sample emergency procedure that will be provided to personnel who 


work in or frequent restricted areas and that instructs personnel about actions 


they are to take in the event of fires, explosions, accidental releases of 


source material, or other potentially hazardous occurrences involving source 


material. 
4. The formats (or forms) to be used by your personnel for recording: 


Results of personnel monitoring 


Results of radiological instrument calibrations 


Results of radiological surveys 
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Purpose 


EXHIBIT 1 


RADIATION SAFETY PROGRAM 


This is a formal planned program to protect the health of workers, m1n1m1ze 
danger to life and property, and make every reasonable effort to maintain 
radiation exposures and releases of radioactive material in effluents to 
unrestricted areas as l ow as is reasonably achievable. 


This program is applicable to the possession, use, storage, and transfer or 
disposal of all NRG-licensed materials: 


References 


1. 10 CFR Parts 19, 20, 40, and 71 
2. NBS/ICRP Handbooks 
3. Regulatory Guides 


Responsibilities 


1. Management (of the l icensee) has overall responsibility for the 
radiation safety of all individuals who work in or frequent restricted 
areas under its control. In addition, management is responsible for 
compliance with applicable NRC regulations and the terms of its NRC 
license. 


2. Radiation safety officers (or supervisors assigned radiation safety 
responsibilities) are responsible for the conduct of day-to-day radia
tion safety operations or program tasks set forth below, including 
the review and approval of standard operating and emergency procedures. 


3. Supervisors are responsible for developing and implementing standard 
operating and emergency procedures applicable to operations under 
their supervisory control. This includes day-to-day radiation 
safety supervision and reporting to management unsafe acts or 
conditions that they cannot correct. 


4. Workers are responsible for performing their jobs in a safe manner 
- and in accordance with approved standard operating and emergency 


procedures. In addition, workers must be alert to and immediately 
report to their supervisor all unsafe acts or conditions noted in 
restricted areas. 


Program Tasks 


The following tasks are essential elements of the radiation safety program: 


1. Provide training on a routine basis for personne l who work in or 
frequent restricted areas. 
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EXHIBIT 1 (Continued) 


2. Develop and implement procedures for routine and emergency operations 
involving licensed materials. 


3. Select, evaluate, and test facilities and equipment for radio logical 
operations. 


4. Provide radiological monitoring for personne l . 


5. Control contamination. 


6. Conduct area and effluent monitoring. 


7. Obtain and comply with the NRC license for radioactive materials to 
be used. 


8. Maintain inventory control of licensed materials. 


9. Conduct investigations of al l accidents or incidents and issue the 
necessary reports. 


10 . Conduct annual audits and evaluations of the effectiveness of the 
radiation safety program. 
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EXHIBIT 2 


STEPS FOR PREPARING AN SOP 


1. Conduct a procedures analysis with respect to needed instruction, equipment, 
and work environment for the operation to be performed. Collect and 
summarize the following: 


A description of the equipment or process and its purpose. Also 
include a statement of the overall degree of hazard expected. 


A list of standards and publications applicable to the process. 


Qualifications and training requirements for personnel. 


A list of equipment needed and the operating and servicing i nstructions. 


Requirements for specialized tools and associated equipment. 


Requirements for general safety equipment, personnel monitoring, and 
protective clothing. ~ 


Requir~ments for ventilation control and air cleaning. 


Step-by-step instructions for performing the operation with a corre
sponding hazards analysis. 


Instructions for handling any waste generated. 


Actions to be taken in the event of fire, explosion, release of 
surface or airborne source material, or other hazardous occurrence . 


2. Review all the information with the RSO, safety officers, human factors 
engineer, or others as management may direct, and select information to be 
included in the SOP. 


3. Prepare the SOP according to a logica l format, for example: 


Title 
Purpose 
Sc6pe 
References 
Responsibilities 
Step-by-step instructions, including radiation safety precautions 
Authority (signature of person approving document) 
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Quantities of radioactivity in effluents . 
Inventories (receipts, transfers, or disposals) of source materials 


I 
Accident and incident investigation reports 


Audits and evaluation of radiation safety program 


5. A copy of your radiation surveying and monitoring procedures. As a 


minimum, these procedures should include: 


Areas or operations to be surveyed 


Types of surveys 


Frequency of surveys 


Acceptable contamination limits 


Records to be maintained. 


Item 11 - WASTE MANAGEMENT 


You should describe your methods for disposing of radioactive waste. Your 


application should include, when appropriate for the types of waste involved , 


provisions for monitoring and segregating waste materials (radioactive from 


nonradioactive and liquid from solid waste). Under NRC regulations, you may 


dispose of waste in the following ways: 


1. Transfer to someone (usually a waste disposal company or the original 


supplier) properly licensed to receive radioactive waste in accordance with 


paragraph 20.30l(a) of 10 CFR Part 20. State the name and license number of 


the receiving company (you should contact it in advance to determine any 


limitations that may apply to its acceptance of your waste). 


2. Release into a sanitary sewer in conformance with§ 20.303 of 10 CFR 


Part 20. 


3. Release into air or water in concentrations allowed by § 20.106 of 


10 CFR Part 20. 
4. Other methods specifically approved by the NRC pursuant to§ 20.302 


of 10 CFR Part 20. 
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Regardless of the methods you may choose for disposal of your source mate


rial waste, you are expectea to develop and implement procedures to minimize 


exposures of personnel and impact on the environment during handling, storage, 


and ultimate disposal. At a minimum, your procedures should include: 


1. Assessment of the quantity and types of wastes to be generated. 


2. Recording receipts, transfers, and disposals. 


3. Providing storage facilities to secure waste against unauthorized 


access and to prevent weathering or other damage that could result in release 


of source materials. 


4. Conducting surveying and monitoring operations to ensure compliance 


with the release limits of§§ 20.106 and 20.303 of 10 CFR Part 20. 


Reviewers 


Proposals to release material to air and water·~hould be 


reviewed closely to ensure compliance with 10 CFR Part 20 


and the ALARA principle . 


Item 12 - LICENSE FEES 


An application fee paid in full is required by paragraph 170.12(a) of 


10 CFR Part 170 for most types of licenses, including applications for license 


amendments and renewals. You should refer to § 170.31, 11 Schedule of Fees for 


Materials Licenses and Other Regulatory Services, 11 to determine the amount of 
the fee that must accompany your application. An application received without 


a fee or with an inadequate fee may be returned to you. All application fees 


may be charged regardless of the NRC's disposition of the application or your 


withdrawal of the application. 


Item 13 - CERTIFICATION 


Your application should be dated and signed by you if you are acting as an 


individual or by a representative of the corporation or legal entity who is 


authorized to sign official documents and to certify that the application 
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contains information that is true and correct to the best of your knowledge 


and belief. Unsigned applications will be returned for proper signature. 


Item 14 - VOLUNTARY ECONOMIC DATA 


The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 requires Federal agencies to 


consider the effects of their rules on small businesses and other small 


entities. In order for the NRC to maintain an up-to-date data base of its 


licensees, four categories of economic information are sought from applicants. 


These economic data will be used by the NRC to prepare regulatory analyses 


that contain, among other things, the anticipated economic burden a proposed 


rulemaking action will have on affected licensees. To the extent that it is 


possible and consistent with public health and safety, the NRC will consider 


the economic burden in light of the size of the entities affected by the rule 


in an attempt to mitigate the potential for a significan€ economic impact on a 


substantial number of small entities. 


14.a Annual Receipts 


Guidance for determining the appropriate box in 14.a, Annual Receipts:* 


1. Holders of One NRC License. If your organization (named on the 


license or application) holds one NRC license and operates from one address, 


check the box that most closely approximates your annual receipts; in the case 


of hospitals, academic institutions, or other entities that do not operate on 


the basis of receipts, check the box that most closely approximates the annual 


operating budget of your organization. 


2. Holders of Multiple NRC Licenses issued for One Address. If your 


organization (named on the license or application) holds multiple NRC licenses, 


all of which are issued to the same address, check the box that most closely 


approximates the annual receipts or annual operating budget for your entire 


organization, regardless of the number of NRC li censes possessed at that single 


address. 


*If the applicant i s a university with a teaching hospital that operates under a 
separate annual budget and the applicant has been issued multiple licenses, 
the applicant should distinguish the figures that pertain solely to the univer
sity from those figures that pertain solely to the teaching hospital. 
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3. Holders of Multiple NRC Licenses at Multiple Addresses. If your 


organization (named on the ~icense or application) holds multiple NRC licenses 


at multiple addresses, check the box that most closely approximates the annual 


receipts or annual operating budget for the operations conducted at the address 


on this li.cense or application and not for the entire corporate entity. 


14. b Number of Employees 


The number of employees reported should reflect all employees for the 


organization at the address listed on.the license or app l ication, excluding 


outside contractors. The number of employees reported should not be that of a 


single department or division within the organization. 


14.c Number of Beds (Hospitals Only) 


Enter the total number of beds in the hospital excluding bassinets and 


nursing-home-type units. 


14.d Would You Be Willing To Furnish Cost Information on the Economic Impact 


of Current Regulations or any Future Proposed NRC Regulations that May 


Affect You? 


Indicate if you wou l d be willing to furnish additional economic data to 


the NRC that would he l p the NRC eva l uate the economic impact of a rule on 


affected li censees. 


4. AMENDMENTS TO A LICENSE 


After you are issued a 1 i cense, you must conduct your prog.ram in accordance 


with (1) the statements, representations, and p~ocedures contained in your 


application, (2) the terms and conditions of the license , and (3) the Nuclear 


Regulatory Commission's regulations. 
It is your ob l igation to keep your license current. You should antici


pate the need for a l icense amendment insofar as poss i b 1 e. If any of' the 


information provided in the application is to be modified or changed, submit 
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an application for a license amendment. In the meantime, you must comply with 


the terms and conditions of your license until it is actually amended; NRC 


regulations do not allow you to implement changes on the basis of a submission 


requesting an amendment to your license. 


An application for a license amendment may be prepared either on the 


application form (NRC Form 313) or in letter form and should be submitted in 


duplicate to the address specified in Section 2 of this guide. Your applica


tion should identify your license by number and should clearly describe the 


exact nature of the changes, additions, or deletions. References to previously 


submitted information and documents should be clear and specific and should 


identify the pertinent information by date, page, and paragraph. 


You must send the appropriate fee for a license amendment with your 


application. The NRC will not accept an application for filing or processing 


before the proper fee is paid in accordance with§ 170.12 of 10 CFR Part 170. 


Reviewers 


Review any application for a license amendment in accor


dance with the criteria for review of a new application. 


Check to see that the information provided by the licensee 


includes all changes that need to be made in previously 


submitted documents. If the licensee does not provide all 


the documentation needed, ask it to correct the deficiency 


by providing the appropriately amended documents. 


5. RENEWAL OF A LICENSE 


Licenses are issued for a period of up to 5 years. You must send two 


copies of your application for renewal to the address specified in Section 2 


of this guide. You may submit an entirely new application for renewal as 


if it were an application for a new license without referring to previously 


submitted information. 


As an alternative, you may: 


1. Review your current license to determine whether the information 


accurately represents your current and anticipated program. Identify any 


necessary additions, deletions, or other changes and then prepare information 


appropriate for the needed additions or changes. 
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2. Review the documents you have submitted in the past to determine 


whether the information in them is up to date and accurately represents your 
management control program, facilities, equipment, personnel, radiation safety 


procedures, locations of use, and any other information pertinent to your 


program. The documents you consider to represent your current program should 


be identified by date. Any out-of-date or superseded documents should also be 
identified, and changes should be made in these documents as necessary to 
reflect your current program. 


3. Review NRC regulations to ensure that any changes in the regulations 
.are appropriately covered in the program description. 


4. After you have completed your review, submit two copies of a letter, 


with the proper fee, requesting renewal of your license and providing the 
information specified in items 1, 2, and 3 as necessary. If your current 


license and supporting documents accurately reflect your current program, 
state that operations will continue in accordance with those documents and 
applicable NRC regulations and license conditions. 


5. Include the name and telephone number of the person to be contacted 


about your renewal application and include your current mailing address if it 
is not indicated correctly on your license. 


If you file your application for l icense renewal at least 30 days before 


the expiration date of your license and include the appropriate fee for license 
renewal, your present license will automatically remain in effect until the 


NRC takes final action on your renewal application. However, if you file the 
application less than 30 days before the expiration date and the NRC cannot 
process it before that date, you would be without a valid license when your 


l icense expires. 
It is important that the appropriate fee accompany your application for 


license renewal. In accordance with § 170.12 of 10 CFR Part 170, the NRC will 
not accept an application for filing or processing before the proper fee is paid. 


If you do not wish to renew your license, you must dispose of all licensed 
radioactive material you possess in a manner authorized by 10 CFR Part 20. 


Complete NRC Form 314, "Certificate of Disposition of Materials," and send it 


to the NRC before the expiration date of your license with a request that your 


license be terminated . 
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If you cannot dispose of all the l icensed radioactive material in your 
possession before the expiration date, you must request a license renewal for 
storage only of the radioactive material. This .renewal is necessary to avoid 
violating NRC's regulations that do not al l ow you to possess l icensable material 
without a valid license. 


Reviewers 
If the licensee has kept its license up to date, the review 
of a renewal application will be straightforward. Check 
the licensing and inspection history of the licensee to 
determine whether additional information on a particular 
aspect of the program is needed. An application for license 
renewal should not be used as an occasion to solicit infor
mation from a licensee unless it is necessary. The primary 
areas of concern for source material renewals are whether 
the licensee possesses large volumes of material, heats 
source material, generates airborne material, generates 
significant effluents, or has significant amounts of un
packaged waste in storage. The license renewal process 
should be carried out in an expeditious manner. All 
renewal instructions should be consistent with the current 
revision of Policy and Guidance Directive FC 83-2, Renewal 
of Materials Licenses, as amended. 


6. IMPLEMENTATION 


The purpose of this section is to provide information to you about the 
NRC staff ' s plans for using this regulatory guide and how these plans affect 
you. 


This guide was distributed for public comment as Task FC 409-4 in 
April 1985 to encourage public participation in its development. This Revi
sion 2 represents the final position of the NRC, which was made after consider
i ng the public comments that were received on the draft guide. 
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The draft guide and final guide differ somewhat. If your license was 


issued or amended based on recommendations in the draft guide that are more 


restrictive than those in the final guide, you may choose to request an amend


ment to your license to incorporate the less restrictive guidance. 


In cases where the final guide is more restrictive than the draft guide, 


licensing actions already completed will not be affected because all required 


regulatory findings have been made. However, the more restrictive recommenda


tions in the final guide reflect items identified by the NRC staff as important 


to health and safety. Discrepancies may be addressed for effective licenses by 


license amendment or rule change. In unusual cases in which immediate action 


is required, you would be contacted directly by the NRC. 


The information in this regulatory guide is guidance, not requirements . 


The NRC reviews each application to ensure that users of source material 


are capable of complying with NRC 1 s regulations. This guide provides one set 


of methods approved by the NRC for meeting the regulations. 
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APPEi'IDIX A 


NllC FOAMl1J U.S. NUCLIAA llEGULATDll'Y COMMIUIDH 
11 ... 1 A"'llOYEO l'Y OMI 
10 CfR 30. 31. ll. 34, 


.APPLICATION FOR MATERIAL LJCENSE 
i1so12v 


lll--0 1a.-1 .. na 


INSTRUCTIONS: SEE THE APPROPRIATE LICENSE APPLICATION GUICE FOii OETAILEO INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING APPLICATION. SENO TWO COPIES 


OF THE ENTIRE COMPLETED APPLICATION TO THE NRC OFFICE SPECIFIED BELOW. 


FtDEJllAL 4GIHCIU PILI A"'LICATIDNI MTHt "YOU Alll LOCATED IN1 


U.S. NUC1..EAA llEDULATOR'Y COMMISSION II.LINDI$, INDIAl'CA. IOWA. MICHIGAN, MINNISOTA, MISSOURI, OHIO, Oii 
DIVISION OF FUEL CYCLE ANO MATllllAL 5AF1!TY. NMSS WISCONSIN, SEND Al'PLICA TIONI TO: 
WASHINGTON, CC 20851 


ALL DTHl!ll "MG,. PILI 4"'LICATIONI Al fOf.LoWi.I• 'YOU 4111 
U.S. NUCLEAll RIGULATDR'Y COMMISSION, REGION Ill 
MAT!"IAl.S LICENSING SECTION 


LOCATED INt 799 llOOSEYELT ROAD 
GLEN ILL 'YN, IL acnl1 


CONllllCT1CUT. DILAWAlll. DllTlllCT OP COl..UMlllA, MAINI, MARYLAND, 
"""8ACHl.IHfn. NIW JllllHY, NEW YDllll, PINNSYLVANIA, llHDOI! ISLAND, AlllCANSAS. CCLOlllADD, IDAHO. llANUS, LOUISIANA, MONTANA, NISllASICA, 
011 Ylll-1', llJIQ ........ C&TIDNSTO: NIW MllllCD, NDllTH DAllDTA, OKLAHOMA, SOUTH DAKDTA, TIXAS. UTAH, 


Oii WYOMING, AND &l'PLICA TIOllll T01 
U.S. NUCLIAll lllGULATOR'Y COMMISSION, l'llGION I 
NUCUAft MATIRIAL UCTION I U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, l'IEGION IV 
1131 ,AllK AVENUE MATERIAL RADIATION PllOTECTION SECTION 
lllNG OP 'RUSSIA, PA 1- Ill AYAH PLAZA DRIYI, SUITI 11100 


AL.AIAMA, '1.0lllOA, GllOllGIA, KENT\ICXY. MISllllBI,..,, NOllTH CAROLINA, 
ARLINGTON: TlC lllClll 


,UIRTO 1uca. SOUTH CAROLINA, TENNBUI. VlllGINIA, VIRGIN ISLANDS, Dll ALASllA, Al'llZONA, CALIFORNIA. HAWAII, NIYACA, DllEGON. WASHINOTDN, 
WUT YlllGINIA, llND Al'PLICATIONS TC1 AND U.S. T!llllllTDlllU AND POSSESSION& IN TH• PACIFIC, SEND APFLICATIONS 


T01 
U.S. MJCLlAR "IGUV.TCRY COMMISSION, REGION II 
MATEl'llAL llADIATIDN Pl'IOTECTIDN SECTION U.S. NUCLEAR AEGUV.TDllY CDMMIUIDN, .. EGIDN V 
101 MARIETTA STREET. SUITE 2900 MATI;RIAL RADIATION PROTECTION SECTION 
ATLANTA, GA 3CCl2l USO MARIA LANE. SUITE 210 


WALNUT CREEK, CA .. 5H 


l'tllSDNS LCIC&TED IN AllRHMUIT STATES SEND APPLICATIONS TC THE U.S. NUCLiAll llEGULATtlllY COMMISSION ONLY IF THEY WISH TO FOSIUSAND UH LICINSID MATllllAL 
IN STATES SU&IECT TO U.S. NUCLU.11 lllGULA TDllY COMMISSION JUlllSDICTIDN. 


1. THIS IS AN APPl.ICA~IOl'I FOR ICll- - •-1 1. NAME AND MAILING ADDRESS OF •lPPLICANT l/nclvNZil Catt.I - ·-A, NEW LICENSI - 8. AMENOMIHT'TD LICZNSE NUMBER - C. llENEWAL OF LICu.ISI NUMllll -
3. ADDllESSIESI WHIRE LICl!NSID MATERIAL WILL B! US10 011 POSSESSED • 


.. . 
4. NAME OF 'lllSOH TOH CQNTACTED ABOUTTMIS Anl.ICATIDN ITEL£Pl'DNE NUMBER 


SUBMIT ITEMS I THROUGH 11 ON lllh 11·• PAPIPI . THE TVPE AND SCOPE OF INFOAMATIDN TD BE PROVIDED 1$ DESCl'llBED IN THE LIC!NS! ... PPl.ICATION GUIDE. 


I. llAOIOACTIYE MATERIAL 
a. ~t 1nd mau ""'"'"', It. c"4ntlat flfltd/W IPIWICll tonn. 1ncf c. m .. i'"""" ameunt I , PUllFOSEISI F<JR WHICH LICENSED MATEAIAl..WILL 81 USED. 
..Ncft -..M bl__.. 11lflVCMS1lme. 


7. INDIVIOUALISI RESPONSIBLE FOR llADIATION SAFETY PROGRAM AND THEIR .. TRAINING FOl'I INOIVIDUALS WOl'llllNG IN Oil FflEQUENTING llESTRICTED AREAS, TRAINING AND lXPERIENCI. 


9. FACIUTIES ANO IQU1'MENT. 10, llADIATIGN SAFETY P"0GR .. M. 


12. LtCE~SEIE FEES ts .. 10 CFR llOandS«rllM 110J1} 


11. WASn! MANAGEMENT. 
FEE CATEQDAY 


1•MDUNT 
ENCLOSED $ 


13. CERTIFICATION. (Mud,,.•--- lW --rl THE APPi.iC ... NT UNDEllST ANOS THAT ALL ST A TEMENTS AND REPRESENTATIONS MADE IN THIS APPl.ICATION ... RE 
llNDING UFON THE Al'PUCANT. 
THE A"LICANT AND .. NV DPPICIAL EXECUTING THIS CEPITIFICAT10N ON IEHALI' DF THE A'PtlCANT. NAMED IN ITEM l. CERTIFY TH .. T THIS APPLICATION IS 
PREPAllED IN CONFDllMITY WITH TITLE 10. CODED' FEDERAL REGULATIONS. PARTS 30. 32, l3. 34, l5, AND 40 ANO THAT Al.L INFORMA TIDN CONTAINED HEREIN, 
IS Tl!UI AND CDllFIECT TD THE BUT D' THEIF1 ICNOWLEOGE AND BELIEF. 


WARNING; II U.S.C. SICTIDN 1001 ACT OF JUNI 2S. 1948, 61 STAT. 749 MAKES IT A CFllMINAI. OFFENSE TO MAKI! A WILLFULLY PAI.SE ST.i.TEMENT DR PIEPPIESENTATIDN 
TD AN'Y OEFAllTMINT OR AGENCY D, THI UNITED STATES AS TD ANY MATTER WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION 


SIGNATURl-<IRTIFVING DFFICEll I TYPED/PRINTED NAME ITITLE IDATE 


t4 \10 UNT.&.AY I!: er'!NOMIC OAT A . 11. NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES /Torot hN d. WOULD YOU IE WILi.iNG TO FUFUUSM COST INfOAMATION fJOllH'-'Jd/or1raHltounJ 


<s2:101t SIM-3.5111 "'""' 19ditV uchltlltttr .,,,_ conrncronl ON THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF CURAU•T NPIC AEGULATIDNSOPI ANY FUTUFIE - - PROPOSEO NAC REGUlATIONS THAT MAY AFFec'T YOUr fN1'CIW9fJl•rtorwlHft'ftrr 
S250K-!5001C Sl.5M-IM ir re onir«r conlirlMMt ct1trtmwe• ot flftMOll-/lt'OtOMDf'Y-htf,,,,,,.,,.,. fllrmthw 111 - - rtt• ~"' ~tHttitMnol 
SllGOIC-15011 S7M-IVM c. NUMBER OF BEDS - - n ves n ... o 17!5011-IM >SIOM 


FOR NRC USE ONLY 


TYPID' •H FEE LOG FEE CATEGOll'I' COMMENTS AP,.llllOVED IV 


AMOUNT AECIEIVED I CHECK NUMHR DATE 


PlllVAC'Y ACT STATEMENT ON THE REVEFISE 
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( APPENDIX A (Continued) 


PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 


Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(e)(3), enacted into. law by section 3 of the Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-579), the follow·· 
ing statement is furnished to individuals who supply information to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on NRC Form 
313. This information is maintained in a syste_m of records designa~ed as NRC-3 and described at 40 Federal Register 45334 
(October 1, 1975). 


1. AUTHORITY: Sections 81 and 161 (b) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2111 and 2201 (b)). 
. ' 


2. PRINCIPAL PURPOSE{SI: The information is evaluated by the NRC staff pursuant to the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 
Parts 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 40 to determine whether the application meets the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954, as amended, and the Commission's regul_ations, ·for the issuance of a radioactive material license or amendment 
thereof. 


3. ROUTINE USES: The information may be (a) provided to State health departmenu for their information and use; 
and (bl provided to Federal, State, and local health officials and other persons in the event of incident or exposure, 
for their information, investigation, and protection of the public health and safety. The information may also be dis· 
closed to appropriate Federal, State, and local agencies in the event that the information indicates a violation or potential 
violation. of law and in the course of an administrative or judicial .proceeding; In addition, this information may be trans-


• ferred to an appropriate Federal, State, or local agency to the extent rel~vant and necessary for an NRC decision or to 
an appropriate Federal agency ta the ext~nt relevant and necessary for that agency's decision about you. 


4. WHETHER DISCLOSURE IS MANDATORY OR VOLUNTARY AND EFFECT ON INDIVIDUAL OF NO'I: PROVID· · 
ING INFORMATION: Disclosure of the requested information is voluntary. If the requested information is not furn
ished, however, the application for radioactive material license, or amendment thereof, will not be processed. A request 
that information be held from public inspection must be in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.790. Withhold
ing from public inspection shall not affect the right, if any, of persons properly and directly concerned need to inspect 
the document. 


5; SYSTEM MANAGER(SJ AND ADDRESS: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 


NRC FORM 313 


Director, Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
Washington, D.C. 20555 
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APPENDIX 8 
,., 
~. NRC Form 374 
~ (5-64) 


SAMPLE LICENSE 
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 


PAGE---1...__0F 1 PAGES 


i: 


I 


MATERIALS LICENSE 


Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438), and Title 10, j 
Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter I, Parts 3'(), 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 40 and 70, and in reliance on statements and representations 
heretofore made by the licensee, a license is hereby issued authorizing the licensee to receive, acquire, possess, and transfer byproduct, 
source, and special nuclear material designated below; to use such material for the purpose(s) and at the place(s) designated below; to 
deliver or transfer such material to persons authorized to receive it in accordance with the regulations of the applicable Part(s). This I 
license shall be deemed to contain the conditions specified in Section 183 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended , and is 
subject to all applicable rules, regulations and orders of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission now or hereafter in effect 2.nd to any . 
conditions specified below. 


Licensee 


1. XYl Company 
4567 A Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20000 2. 


3. License number STB-X:<XX 


4. Expiration date July 31, 1992 
1--~~~~~~~-=--~"---~~~~~~~~-


S. Docket or 
Reference No. 040-XXXXX 


6. Byproduct, source, and/or 
special nuclear material 


7. Chemical and/or physical 
form 


8. Maximum amount that licensee 
may possess at any one time 
under this license 


A. Natural Thorium A~ Fiber Optic Plates 
Containing Solid 
Thorium Oxide 


A. 60 kilograms 


9. Authorized Use 


A. Lapping and polishing of thoriated optic plates. 


CONDITIONS 


10. Licensed materia l sha l l be used only at 4567 A Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 


11. Licensed material shall be used by, or under the supervision of, Steven A. Reid. 


12. Except as specifically provided otherwise in this license, the iicensee 
shall conduct its program in accordance with the statements, representations, 


DATE 


and procedures contained in the documents includinQ any enclosures, listed bel ow . 
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's regulations shall govern unless the statements, 
representations ~nd procedures in·the licensee ' s ap~licati on and correspondence 
are more restrictive than the regulations. 


0 Application dated June 15, 1987 


-------


FOR THE U.S . NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 


BY~~---~~---------...,..,......,..,.--...--~ Division of Fuel Cycle, Medical, 
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Academic, and Commercial Use Safety 
Washington, D. C. 20555 


I 
I 
~ 







Item 1. 


Item 2. 


Item 3. 


Item 4. 


Item 5. 


Item 6. 


CHECKLIST FOR REVIEW OF SOURCE MATERIAL APPLICATIONS 


License Information 


If this is an amendment or renewal, are al l background fi l es 


with the license file? 


Name and Mailing Address of App li cant 


Legal entity specified. 


Address complete. 


Locations of Use 


Address complete to allow NRC to find faci l ity. 


(P.O. box number not acceptable.) 


Name and Telephone Number of Person To Be Contacted 


~~ Complete 


Material To Be Possessed 


All materials identified per guide instruction. 


Maximum quantities l isted in kilograms . 


If greater than 1000 kg (in some cases, 1 kg), a Reporting 


Identification Symbol (RIS) is required (see § 40.64 of 


10 CFR Part 40). If so, contact the Division of Safeguards 


and Transportation for instructions. 


Purpose of Use 


Description understandable. 


Only solids used (no chemical , physical, or metallurgical 


treatment). 


Processes involve chemical, physical, or metallurgical use. 


If only sol ids, no processing, applicant should complete only 


Items 1-8, 11, 12, and 13. 
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Item 7. 


Item 8. 


Item 9. 


Individuals Respopsible for Radiation Safety--Their Training and 


Experience 


Names of responsible personnel are specified, including RSO. 


Resumes are included. 


Individuals qualified; ~ NOT qualified. 


Remarks: 


Training for Individuals Working in or Frequenting Restricted Areas 


Description with outline of program is provided. 


Program meets requirements of§ 19.12 of 10 CFR Part 19. 


Program inadequate; specify why. 


Facilities and Equipment 


Special facilities and equipment not required. Justification 


included. 


Facilities and equipment meet the criteria specified i n the 


guide. 


Other; specify. 


Item 10. Radiation Safety Program 


10.1 Personnel Monitoring Devices 


Film badges or TLDs used. 


If pocket dosimeters are used, is it to supplement fi lm badges 


or TLDs? 


Exchange frequency specified. 


If no personnel monitoring is provided, the justification is 


in accordance with paragraphs 20.202(a)(l) and (2) of 10 CFR 


Part 20. 


10.2 Bioassays 


Are bioassays necessary? 


If so, do they meet the guidelines of Regu l atory Guide 8.11? 
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10.3 Surveys and Monitoring 


A descripeion of the guidelines for performing surveys and 


monitoring is included. 


The frequency of conducting surveys and monitoring is included. 


10.4 Radiation Detection Instruments 


Adequate number of instruments available for scope of program. 


Description of quantitative measuring instruments included . 


Calibration method and frequency specified. 


Sensitivity range specified for survey instruments. 


Commitment included for maintaining survey records for 2 years . 


10.5 Radiat i on Safety Program 


Description of the radiation safety program included. 


Standard operating procedure included. ' 


Sample formats used for recordkeeping included. 


Sample of radiation surveying and monitoring procedures inc l uded. 


Method for audits and evaluation included. 


Sample emergency procedure included. 


Item 11. Waste Management 


No waste generated. 


Waste disposed of by l icensed vendors. 


Waste released to sanitary sewer per requirements of § 20.303 


of 10 CFR Part 20. 


Release to air or water in accordance with§ 20.106 of 10 CFR 


Part 20 . 


Other; specify. 


NOTE: If applicant pl ans long-term storage of waste on its own facilities, it 


should make a plan for ultimate disposal and facility decomm issioning. 


Item 12. License Fees 


Fees included. 


Item 13 . Certification 


~~ Signed by certifying official. 
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION March 2009
 Revision 3


REGULATORY GUIDE 
 
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH   


 


The NRC issues regulatory guides to describe and make available to the public methods that the NRC staff considers acceptable 
for use in implementing specific parts of the agency’s regulations, techniques that the staff uses in evaluating specific problems 
or postulated accidents, and data that the staff needs in reviewing applications for permits and licenses.  Regulatory guides are 
not substitutes for regulations, and compliance with them is not required.  Methods and solutions that differ from those set forth 
in regulatory guides will be deemed acceptable if they provide a basis for the findings required for the issuance or continuance of 
a permit or license by the Commission.   
 
This guide was issued after consideration of comments received from the public.   
 
Regulatory guides are issued in 10 broad divisions: 1, Power Reactors; 2, Research and Test Reactors; 3, Fuels and Materials 
Facilities; 4, Environmental and Siting; 5, Materials and Plant Protection; 6, Products; 7, Transportation; 8, Occupational Health; 
9, Antitrust and Financial Review; and 10, General.   
 
Electronic copies of this guide and other recently issued guides are available through the NRC’s public Web site under the 
Regulatory Guides document collection of the NRC’s Electronic Reading Room at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/ and through the NRC’s Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html, under Accession No. ML083650402.    
 


 
REGULATORY GUIDE 10.4 


(Draft was issued as DG-0020, dated September 2008) 
 


GUIDE FOR THE PREPARATION OF APPLICATIONS FOR 
LICENSES TO PROCESS SOURCE MATERIAL 


 
A.  INTRODUCTION 


 
This guide directs the reader to the type of information acceptable to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 


Commission (NRC) staff for the review of an application for new licenses, license amendments, and 
license renewals for the processing and use of source material in such activities as research and 
development; shielding; manufacturing depleted uranium and thorium-magnesium alloy products; 
manufacturing glass containing uranium; manufacturing and distributing other products containing source 
material; or shaping, grinding, and polishing lenses containing thorium.  This guide does not apply to (1) 
activities related to the reactor fuel cycle such as uranium and thorium mill operation and uranium 
hexafluoride production or (2) large-scale processing of source material for extraction of metallic 
compounds such as zirconium or hafnium.   
 


Title 10, Part 40, “Domestic Licensing of Source Material,” of the Code of Federal Regulations 
(10 CFR Part 40) contains the NRC regulations on licensing source material.  Source material is material 
that contains either the element thorium or the element uranium, provided that the uranium has not been 
enriched in the isotope uranium-235.  Source material also includes any combination of thorium and 
uranium, in any physical or chemical form, or ores that contain by weight one-twentieth of 1 percent (0.05 
percent) or more of uranium, thorium, or any combination thereof.  Depleted uranium (left over from 
uranium enrichment) is considered source material.     
 


This regulatory guide endorses the application and review procedure for a license to process 
source material contained in the current revision of the multivolume NUREG-1556, “Consolidated 
Guidance about Material Licenses,” as a process that the NRC staff finds acceptable.   
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In addition to 10 CFR Part 40, other regulations pertaining to a license to process source material 
appear in 10 CFR Part 20, “Standards for Protection Against Radiation”; 10 CFR Part 71, “Packaging and 
Transportation of Radioactive Material”; 10 CFR Part 75, “Safeguards on Nuclear Material—
Implementation of US/IAEA Agreement”; and 10 CFR Part 76, “Certification of Gaseous Diffusion 
Plants.”  It is the responsibility of each applicant and licensee to have copies of and to abide by the 
applicable regulations.  Licensees are subject to all applicable provisions of the regulations that pertain to 
the use of source material.   
 


This regulatory guide may contain information collection requests covered by the requirements of 
10 CFR Parts 20, 40, 71, and 75 and NRC Form 313 that the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
approved under OMB control numbers 3150-0014, 3150-0020, 3150-0008, 3150-0055, and 3150-0120, 
respectively.  The NRC may neither conduct nor sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, an 
information collection request or requirement unless the requesting document displays a currently valid 
OMB control number.   
 
 


B.  DISCUSSION 
 


As part of its redesign of the materials licensing program, the NRC consolidated and updated 
numerous guidance documents for material licenses into the multivolume NUREG-1556.  Various 
volumes in the NUREG-1556 series provide current, program-specific guidance on licensing, testing, 
processing, decommissioning, and terminating source material licenses.  Each volume of NUREG-1556 
provides specific guidance about different types of materials licenses.  The following table identifies the 
volumes of NUREG-1556 that may be applicable to preparing an application for a new license, license 
amendment, and license renewal for the processing and use of source material.   
 


Table 1.  List of Volume Titles for NUREG-1556 
 


NUREG-1556 
Volume No. 


Volume Titles for NUREG-1556,  
Consolidated Guidance about Material Licenses 


Volume 1 Program-Specific Guidance About Portable Gauge Licenses 


Volume 2 Program-Specific Guidance About Industrial Radiography Licenses 


Volume 3 Applications for Sealed Source and Device Evaluation and Registration 


Volume 4 Program-Specific Guidance About Fixed Gauge Licenses 


Volume 5 Program-Specific Guidance About Self-Shielded Irradiator Licenses 


Volume 6 Program-Specific Guidance About 10 CFR Part 36 Irradiator Licenses 


Volume 7 Program-Specific Guidance About Academic, Research and Development, and Other 
Licenses of Limited Scope Including Gas Chromatographs and X-Ray Fluorescence 
Analyzers  


Volume 8 Program-Specific Guidance About Exempt Distribution Licenses 


Volume 9 Program-Specific Guidance About Medical Use Licenses 


Volume 10 Program-Specific Guidance About Master Materials Licenses 


Volume 11 Program-Specific Guidance About Licenses of Broad Scope 


Volume 12 Program-Specific Guidance About Possession Licenses for Manufacturing and 
Distribution 


Volume 13 Program-Specific Guidance About Commercial Radiopharmacy Licenses 
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NUREG-1556 
Volume No. 


Volume Titles for NUREG-1556,  
Consolidated Guidance about Material Licenses 


Volume 14 Program-Specific Guidance About Well Logging, Tracer, and Field Flood Study 
Licenses  


Volume 15 Guidance About Changes of Control and About Bankruptcy Involving Byproduct, 
Source, or Special Nuclear Materials Licenses 


Volume 16 Program-Specific Guidance About Licenses Authorizing Distribution to General 
Licensees  


Volume 17 Program-Specific Guidance About Licenses for Special Nuclear Material of Less than 
Critical Mass  


Volume 18 Program-Specific Guidance About Service Provider Licenses 


Volume 19 Guidance for Agreement State Licensees About NRC Form 241 Report of Proposed 
Activities in Non-Agreement States, Areas of Exclusive Federal Jurisdiction, or 
Offshore Waters and Guidance for NRC Licensees Proposing To Work in Agreement 
State Jurisdiction (Reciprocity)  


Volume 20 Guidance About Administrative Licensing Procedures 


Volume 21 Program-Specific Guidance About Possession Licenses for Production of Radioactive 
Material Using an Accelerator 


 
The NRC is placing added emphasis on conducting its regulatory activities in a risk-informed and 


performance-based manner.  This approach is intended to be less prescriptive and to allow licensees the 
flexibility to implement the agency’s regulations in a manner that is more specific to their needs yet still 
meets the regulatory requirements.  By supplying examples in NUREG-1556, the NRC seeks to provide 
information to meet the needs of applicants for licensure.  Guidance in NUREG-1556 represents one 
means of complying with NRC regulations and is not intended to be the only means of satisfying the 
regulatory requirements.    
 
 


C.  REGULATORY POSITION 
 


This regulatory guide endorses the method(s) of applying for a license to process source material, 
or requesting a revision to a source material processing license, as described in the current version of 
NUREG 1556, as a process that the NRC has found to be acceptable. 
 
 


D.  IMPLEMENTATION 
 


The purpose of this section is to provide information to applicants and licensees regarding the 
NRC’s plans for using this regulatory guide.  The NRC does not intend or approve any imposition or 
backfit in connection with its issuance.   
 


In some cases, applicants or licensees may propose or use a previously established acceptable 
alternative method for complying with specified portions of the NRC’s regulations.  Otherwise, the 
methods described in this guide will be used in evaluating compliance with the applicable regulations for 
license applications, license amendment applications, and amendment requests.   
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION December 1987 


REGULATORY GUIDE 
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH 


REGULATORY GUIDE 10.4 
(Task FC 409-4) 


GUIDE FOR THE PREPARATION OF APPLICATIONS FOR 
LICENSES TO PROCESS SOURCE MATERIAL


USNRC REGULATORY GUIDES 


Regulatory Guides are issued to describe and make available to the 
public methods acceptable to the NRC staff of implementing 
specific parts of the Commission's regulations, to delineate tech
niques used by the staff in evaluating specific problems or postu
lated accidents, or to provide guidance to applicants. Regulatory 
Guides are not substitutes for regulations, and compliance with 
them is not required. Methods and solutions different from those set 
out in the guides will be acceptable if they provide a basis for the 
findings requisite to the issuance or continuance of a permit or 
license by the Commission.  


This guide was issued after consideration of comments received from 
the public. Comments and suggestions for improvements in these 
guides are encouraged at all times, and guides will be revised, as 
appropriate, to accommodate comments and to reflect new informa
tion or experience.  


Written comments may be submitted to the Rules and Procedures 
Branch, DRR, ADM, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Washington, DC 20555.


The guides are issued in the following ten broad divisions: 


1. Power Reactors 6. Products 
2. Research and Test Reactors 7. Transportation 
3. Fuels and Materials Facilities 8. Occupational Health 
4. Environmental and Siting 9. Antitrust and Financial Review 
5. Materials and Plant Protection 10. General 


Copies of issued guides may be purchased from the Government 
Printing Office at the current GPO price. Information on current 
GPO prices may be obtained by contacting the Superintendent of 
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Post Office Box 
37082, Washington, DC 20013-7082, telephone (202)275-2060 or 
(202)275-2171.  


Issued guides may also be purchased from the National Technical 
Information Service on a standing order basis. Details on this 
service may be obtained by writing NTIS, 5285 Port Royal Road, 
Springfield, VA 22161.
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1. INTRODUCTION 


1.1 PURPOSE OF GUIDE 


The purpose of this regulatory guide is to provide assistance to applicants 
and licensees in preparing applications for new licenses, license amendments, 
and license renewals for the use of source material in such activities as 
research and development, the use of source material as shielding, manufactur
ing depleted uranium and thorium-magnesium alloy products, manufacturing glass 
containing uranium, manufacturing and distributing other products containing 
source material, or shaping, grinding, and polishing lenses containing thorium.  
This guide does not apply to (1) activities related to the reactor fuel cycle, 
such as uranium and thorium mill operation and uranium hexafluoride production, 
and (2) large-scale processing of source material for extraction of metallic 
compounds such as zirconium or hafnium.  


1.2 APPLICABLE REGULATIONS 


NRC regulations on licensing source material are in 10 CFR Part 40, 
"Domestic Licensing of Source Material." Source material means (1) uranium or 
thorium, or any combination of them, in any physical or chemical form or 
(2) ores that contain by weight 0.05% or more of uranium, thorium, or any com
bination of them. Source material does not include special nuclear material.  
In addition to 10 CFR Part 40, other regulations pertaining to this type of 
license are found in 10 CFR Part 19, "Notices, Instructions, and Reports to 
Workers; Inspections"; 10 CFR Part 20, "Standards for Protection Against Radia
tion"; 10 CFR Part 71, "Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material"; 
and 10 CFR Part 170, "Fees for Facilities and Materials Licenses and Other 
Regulatory Services Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as Amended." It is 
your responsibility as an applicant and as a licensee to have copies of and to 
abide by each regulation. As a licensee, you are subject to all applicable 
provisions of the regulations that pertain to the use of source material.  


This guide identifies the information needed to complete NRC Form 313 for 
applications for a license for the use of source material. The information 
collection requirements in NRC Form 313 have been cleared under OMB Clearance 
No. 3150-0120.  


1.3 AS LOW AS IS REASONABLY ACHIEVABLE (ALARA) PHILOSOPHY 


Paragraph 20.1(c) of 10 CFR Part 20 states "...persons engaged in activi
ties under licenses issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to 
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act 
of 1974 should, in addition to complying with the requirements set forth in 
this part, make every reasonable effort to maintain radiation exposures, and 
releases of radioactive materials in effluents to unrestricted areas, as low 
as is reasonably achievable." Regulatory Guide 8.10, "Operating Philosophy 
for Maintaining Occupational Radiation Exposures As Low As Is Reasonably 
Achievable," provides the NRC staff position on this important subject. As an 
applicant, you should consider the ALARA philosophy as described in Regulatory 
Guide 8.10 in developing plans for work with licensed radioactive materials.
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1.4 EXEMPTIONS AND GENERAL LICENSES 


Although this guide covers the preparation of applications for specific 
licenses, you should be aware of the existence of exemptions and general 
licenses. Exemptions and general licenses are effective without filing an 
application or being issued specific documents; whereas specific licenses 
require filing an application and a license being issued to specific persons.  
You should refer to §§ 40.11 to 40.27 of 10 CFR Part 40 for a complete list of 
exemptions and general licenses.  


2. FILING AN APPLICATION 


You, as the applicant for a materials license, should complete NRC Form 313 (see Appendix A to this guide). You should complete Items I through 
4, 12, and 13 on the form itself, and, if you so choose, Item 14. For Items 5 through 11, submit the information on supplementary pages. Each separate 
sheet or document submitted with the application should be identified and 
keyed to the item number on the application to which it refers. All typed 
pages, sketches, and, if possible, drawings should be on 8-1/2 x 11 inch paper 
to facilitate handling and review. If larger drawings are necessary, they 
should be folded to 8-1/2 x 11 inches.  


You should complete all items in the application in enough detail for the NRC to determine that your equipment, facilities, training and experience, and radiation safety program are adequate to protect health and minimize danger to 
life and property.  


You must file your application in duplicate. Retain one copy for yourself, because the license will require that you possess and use licensed material in accordance with the statements and representations in your application and any 
supplements to it not disapproved by the NRC.  


If you wish to possess or use licensed material on Federal property or in any State subject to NRC jurisdiction, you should file your application with the NRC Regional Office for theState in which the material will be possessed 
or used.  


If you are located in Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Maine, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, 
Rhode Island, or Vermont, send your applications to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Region I, Nuclear Material Section B, 631 Park Avenue, King of 
Prussia, PA 19406.  


If you are located in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, 
North Carolina, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Virgin 
Islands, or West Virginia, send your applications to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region II, Material Radiation Protection Section, 101 Marietta 
Street, Suite 2900, Atlanta, GA 30323.  


If you are located in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Missouri, Ohio, or Wisconsin, send your applications to the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, Region III, Material Licensing Section, 799 Roosevelt 
Road, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137.
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If you are located in Arkansas, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Louisiana, 
Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, 
Utah, or Wyoming, send your applications to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Region IV, Material Radiation Protection Section, 611 Ryan Plaza 
Drive, Suite 1000, Arlington, TX 76011.  


If you are located in Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada, Oregon, 
Washington, or U.S. territories and possessions in the Pacific, send your 
applications to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V, Material 
Radiation Protection Section, 1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210, Walnut Creek, CA 
94596.  


Twenty-nine States to date have entered into agreements with the NRC that 
give them the authority to license radioactive materials used or possessed 
within their borders. These States are called Agreement States. A current 
list of Agreement States (including names, addresses, and telephone numbers of 
responsible officials) may be obtained upon request from the Medical, Academic, 
and Commercial Use Safety Branch, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, 
DC 20555, or from NRC's Regional Offices, whose addresses are listed above. If 
you are a non-Federal organization who wishes to possess or use licensed mate
rial in one of these Agreement States, your application form should be obtained 
from and filed with the State's radiation control program and not with the NRC.  


2.1 PROPRIETARY AND PERSONAL INFORMATION 


Please note that license applications and related documents are available 
for review by the general public in the NRC Public Document Rooms. You should 
not submit proprietary information unless it is essential to give a complete 
description of your equipment, facilities, and radiation protection program.  
If you cannot avoid the use of proprietary information, you should separate the 
proprietary information from the rest of the application and submit a request 
for withholding from public inspection in conformance with the requirements of 
§ 2.790 of 10 CFR Part 2. Failure to follow this procedure may result in dis
closure of the proprietary information to the general public or substantial 
delays in processing your application.  


Do not submit personal information about your employees except as it 
relates to your radiation safety program. For example, the training and expe
rience of individuals should be described to demonstrate their ability to manage 
radiation safety programs. Home addresses and home telephone numbers should 
be submitted only if they are part of an emergency response plan. Dates of 
birth, Social Security numbers, and radiation dose information should be sub
mitted only if specifically requested by NRC.  


2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 


The NRC does not ordinarily require a formal environmental report for the 
type of activities included in this regulatory guide. However, if your opera
tions have the potential for significantly affecting the quality of the environ
ment (for example, certain large-scale manufacturing operations and associated 
waste storage and disposal activities), the NRC may require evaluation pursuant 
to 10 CFR Part 51, "Environmental Protection Regulations for Domestic Licensing 
and Related Regulatory Functions." Prior to submitting information pursuant to 
the Part 51 requirements, you should contact NRC material licensing personnel 
for assistance.
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2.3 PHYSICAL PROTECTION AND SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION 


Specific information on physical protection and safeguards programs for source material need only be provided in response to a specific request from NRC. (See paragraph 4 0.31(g) of 10 CFR Part 40.) 


The NRC uses an electronic data processing procedure to record inventories and transfer of source material. This system uses a 3-letter Reporting Identification Symbol (RIS) to identify licensees who must submit material transfer reports and periodic material status reports in accordance with § 40.64 of 10 CFR Part 40. The NRC will assign you a Reporting Identification Symbol and will tell you how to use it if your license or license amendment authorizes quantities of source material greater than those specified in § 40.64.  


3. CONTENTS OF AN APPLICATION 


If your intended use of source material will involve only prefabricated products (such as clad uranium metal for accelerator shielding) and you will perform no chemical, physical, or metallurgical operations, complete Items 1 through 8, 11, 12, and 13 of NRC Form 313. However, if your use of source material will involve chemical, physical', or metallurgical operations (for example, metal-forming operations, cutting and grinding, fabrication of parts, or destructive testing of parts containing source material), you should complete Items 1 through 13 of the form.  


The following apply t6 the indicated items of NRC Form 313.  


Item 1 - LICENSE INFORMATION 


For a new license, check subitem A. For an amendment to an existing license, check subitem B. For a renewal of an existing license, check 
subitem C.  


Item 2 - NAME AND MAILING ADDRESS OF APPLICANT 


The applicant should be the corporation or other legal entity applying for the license. If you are an individual, you may be an applicant only if you are acting in a private capacity and the use of the source material is not connected with your employment by a corporation or other legal entity.  


The address specified here should be your mailing address for correspondence. This may or may not be the same as the address at which the material 
will be used, as specified in Item 3.  


Item 3 - LOCATIONS OF USE 


You should specify each location of use by the street address, city, and State or other descriptive address (such as 5 miles east on Highway 10, Anytown, State) to allow us to easily locate your facilities. A Post Office box address is not acceptable. If source material is to be used at more than one location, you must give the specific address of each location. In Items 5 through 11 of the application, describe the intended use and the facilities and 
equipment at each location.
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Item 4 - PERSON TO BE CONTACTED ABOUT APPLICATION


You should name the individual who knows your proposed radioactive mate
rials program and can answer questions about your application, and you should 
note his or her telephone number. This individual will serve as the point of 
contact during the review of your application and during the period of your 
license. This person is usually the radiation safety officer or a principal 
user of radioactive materials. If this individual does not work for you full 
time, please specify his or her position and relationship to your firm. You 
should notify the NRC if the person assigned to this function changes.  


Item 5 - MATERIAL TO BE POSSESSED


Specify each type of 
is an example of the type


source material you wish to possess. The following 
of information that should be provided:


b. Chemical and c. Maximum Amount To 
Physical Form Be Possessed at 


a. Element and (Including % Any One Time 
Mass Number U or Th) (kilograms) 


Natural Thorium oxide 175 
Thorium not exceeding 4% 


alloyed with nickel 


Natural Solid thorium oxide 4 
Thorium 


Natural Uranium nitrate as 0.5 
Uranium solid crystals 


NOTE: The number to be entered in subitem c is the weight of contained 
source material. In this example, the applicant plans to possess and use 
4375 kg of nickel-thoria alloy with 4% thorium. The total weight of source 
material is: 


4375 x 0.04 = 175 kg thorium. Enter 175 kg in subitem c.  


Item 6 - PURPOSE FOR WHICH LICENSED MATERIAL WILL BE USED 


Provide a clear and concise description of the purpose for which source 
material will be used. If chemical, physical, or metallurgical operations 
are to be performed (for example, shaping, grinding, smelting, testing, dissolv
ing, catalytic reactions), describe the specific processes and tell how much 
source material is used in each. If the source material is to be used in a 
product for commercial distribution, name the product and specify the quantity 
or percent by weight of source material in the finished product.
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Paragraphs 40 .13(c) and (d) of 10 CFR Part 40 allow distribution of certain products containing source material to the general public. The manufacturer must ensure that the quantity of source material in the product does not exceed the quantity specified for that product in § 40.13. If your planned use of source material includes distribution of products specified in § 40.13, the following information should be provided: 


1. The type and quantity of source material in each product.  


2. The chemical and physical form of the source material.  


3. The solubility of the identified source material.  


4. The method for retaining source material in the product during normal 
and abnormal conditions of use.  


5. The maximum external radiation levels at 5 and 25 centimeters from 
the surface of the product.  


6. The estimated total quantity of source material you will distribute 
annually.  


Item 7 - INDIVIDUALS RESPONSIBLE FOR RADIATION SAFETY--THEIR TRAINING AND 
EXPERIENCE 


Paragraph 40.32(b) of 10 CFR Part 40 specifies that your staff (the users, supervisors of users, and radiation safety officer for an institutional applicant) must be qualified by training and experience to use the material for the purposes requested in a manner that protects health and minimizes danger to life or property. Persons responsible for radiation safety must be able to recognize potential hazards, develop a radiation safety program to protect against these hazards, train workers in safe work practices, and supervise day-to-day radiation safety operations. You should provide the following 
information: 


1. The name of the radiation safety officer (RSO); that is, the person who will be responsible for the safe conduct of your source material operations 
and compliance with regulatory requirements.  


2. The names of individuals who will supervise the use of radioactive material and individuals who will work with radioactive material without 
supervision.  


3. For each individual, a summary of his or her formal training in radiation safety, including who conducted the courses, the topics covered, and the locations and dates of the courses.  


4. For each individual, a summary of his or her actual experience in radiation protection, particularly in the use of loose source material or other radioactive material of similar hazard. Specify places and dates and identify the types and quantities of radioactive material.
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The individuals specified above should have successfully completed a 
formal course of approximately one week (40 hours) in the following topics: 


• Principles and practices of radiation protection.  


Radioactivity measurements, monitoring techniques, and the use of 
instruments.  


Mathematics and calculations basic to the use and measurement of 
radioactivity.  


Biological effects of radiation.  


Safety practices applicable to protection from the radiation, chem
ical toxicity, and pyrophoric and explosive properties of source 
materials.  


These individuals should also have had at least a 3-week on-the-job 
radiation protection training program under the direct supervision of an indi
vidual named on an NRC or Agreement State license authorizing the use of loose 
source material or other radioactive material of similar hazard. This on-the
job training should include the following: 


Conducting actual surveys under operating conditions and evaluating 
the results (including meter surveys, smear surveys, and air samples).  


Safe procedures for working with source material.  
Evaluating radioactive material processing facilities for proper 


operations from the radiological safety standpoint.  


- Procedures for determining the need for bioassays.  


Becoming familiar with 10 CFR Part 20, the terms and conditions 
of licenses, and the content of standard operating and emergency 
procedures.  


Item 8 - TRAINING FOR INDIVIDUALS WORKING IN OR FREQUENTING RESTRICTED AREAS 


According to § 19.12 of 10 CFR Part 19, all individuals who work in or 
frequent restricted areas must be instructed in the health protection problems 
associated with exposure to radioactive material. In addition, persons who 
actually work with radioactive material should receive training in the safe 
use of radioactive material. This training should be given prior to any work 
assignments with radioactive material and should be updated at least annually.  


You should submit a general description of the training you will provide 
to individuals working in or frequenting your restricted areas, including: 


1. An outline showing your training objectives and the topics (with major 
subheadings) to be covered. The extent of instruction should be commensurate 
with potential radiological problems in your restricted areas and should include.  
at least the following topics:
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Identification of licensed radioactive materials and radiological 
hazards present in the restricted area to be entered by the 
individual.  


Precautions and procedures to minimize exposures and the spread of 


contamination.  


Purposes and functions of protective devices required.  


Applicable NRC regulations to be observed by individuals working in 
or frequenting restricted areas.  


Terms of NRC licenses applicable to employees working in or frequent
ing restricted areas.  


Standard operating and emergency procedures to be followed by indi
viduals working in or irequenting restricted areas.  


Responsibility of individuals to report unsafe acts or conditions 
observed in restricted areas.  


Rights of employees to receive radiation exposure reports upon 
request.  


For persons who actually work with radioactive material, instructions 
for the safe use of radioactive material.  


2. The duration and frequency of training.  


3. Your means for testing the comprehension of participants, i.e., 
practical exercise, oral test, or written test (include a sample).  


4. Your method for recording participation.  


5. The name, title, and qualifications of the individual responsible for 
conducting the training.  


Item 9 - FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 


Your facilities and equipment must be adequate to protect health and 
minimize danger to life or property. The facilities and equipment for a radio
active materials program should be appropriate to the quantities and types of 
materials to be'used, to the uses and processes to be conducted, and to the 
frequency and duration of the manipulations or processes.  


You should describe your equipment and facilities for the requested use 
of source material. If you list more than one location of use in Item 3, 
describe the facilities and equipment for each location. In selecting your 
equipment and facilities, consider the following: 


1. Radioactive materials should be used in a restricted area, i.e., an 
area to which the licensee controls access in order to protect individuals from 
exposure to radiation and radioactive materials. According to § 20.207 of 
10 CFR Part 20, licensed materials stored in unrestricted areas must be secured
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from unauthorized removal, and licensed materials in an unrestricted area and 
not in storage must be under the constant surveillance and immediate control 
of the licensee.  


2. Bench-top or open work areas may be used for sealed sources, for 
small quantities of solid materials in any form not likely to become airborne, 
and for small quantities of liquids of sufficiently low volatility that they 
are not likely to cause airborne contamination or toxicity problems. Trays or 
absorbent surface covers to catch and retain spilled liquids should be used on 
open work surfaces and inside the closed systems discussed below. Surfaces 
should be nonporous to facilitate decontamination.  


3. Radioactive materials handled or processed in unsealed forms should 
be confined to control the release of material and to prevent the spread of 
contamination. Gaseous, volatile, and finely divided solid materials should 
be handled in closed or isolated systems such as glove boxes or fume hoods with 
filtered exhaust systems.  


4. Appropriate fume hoods should be used for gases and volatile mate
rials in sealed systems that are susceptible to rupture, for unsealed volatile 
materials, and for processes such as evaporation that release gases or vapors.  
Hoods provide emergency ventilation and exhaust for unplanned releases (such 
as an accidental rupture of a sealed gas system) as well as routine dilution 
and exhaust of effluents produced by evaporation. Filters, absorbers, or 
scrubbers may be required for removal of particulates, gases, and volatile mate
rial from the exhaust system so that releases of radioactive material will 
comply with §§ 20.103 and 20.106 of 10 CFR Part 20.  


5. The facilities proposed for any use of source materials must be appro
priate to the type and quantity of materials to be used and to the type and 
duration of operations to be conducted. The facilities and equipment chosen 
must provide reasonable assurance that the permissible personnel exposure limits 
(of §§ 20.101, 20.103, and 20.104 of 10 CFR Part 20) will not be exceeded in 
restricted areas and that the permissible levels of radiation and radioactivity 
in effluents (§§ 20.105 and 20.106, respectively) will not be exceeded in 
unrestricted areas.  


You should submit a drawing or sketch of all laboratories or work areas 
where radioactive materials, including radioactive wastes, will be used, 
processed, or stored. These drawings should include the identification and 
location of fixed radiation protection equipment. Storage containers and 
facilities should provide both shielding and security for materials. The draw
ings should also show the relationship and distance between restricted areas 
where radioactive materials will be handled and adjacent unrestricted areas.  
Drawings or sketches should be drawn to an indicated scale, or dimensions 
should be included on each drawing or sketch.  


For programs in which radioactive material may become airborne or may 
be included in airborne effluents, the drawings or sketches should include 
a schematic description of the ventilation system annotated to show airflow 
rates, filtration and other effluent treatment equipment, and air and effluent 
monitoring instruments.
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If there is a potential for contamination of waste water, the waste water processing system should be described.  


If respiratory protective equipment will be used to limit the inhalation of airborne material, follow the provisions of § 20.103 of 10 CFR Part 20 and 
submit appropriate information.  


NOTE: If your analysis shows that you can maintain exposure levels within-the limits in 10 CFR Part 20 without the use of special facilities, provide a written statement of this and include a complete justification for 
your conclusion.  


Item 10 - RADIATION SAFETY PROGRAM 


10.1 Personnel Monitoring Devices 


According to § 20.202 of 10 CFR Part 20, persons in restricted areas who are likely to receive doses of radiation in excess of stated limits and persons in high radiation areas must use personnel monitoring devices. If you have such areas within your facility or if you intend to monitor your personnel to ensure that they do not receive exposures in excess of those specified by the NRC, specify the type of device (film badge, thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD)) you will use and the interval between exchanges. Extremity monitoring should be considered because it often provides a more accurate representation of the dose from source material. If pocket chambers or pocket dosimeters will be used, you should specify the useful range, the frequency of reading, and the procedures for their maintenance and calibration.  


The usual personnel monitoring devices are film badges or TLDs that are furnished and processed by commercial suppliers.* It is possible for qualified licensees to process their own film badges or TLDs, but this is seldom done.  The reports furnished by processors of these devices provide a permanent 
record of exposures to personnel.  


Film badges are usually exchanged at 1-month intervals since longer intervals can result in film fading and inaccurate readings. TLDs can be exchanged at intervals of up to 3 months. Shorter exchange intervals are useful when exposures may vary considerably from job to job or when they are likely to be a substantial fraction of permissible doses. However, toofrequent exchange may give inaccurate results because of low readings.  


Pocket chambers and pocket dosimeters should be used only to supplement, not to replace, film badges and TLDs. Pocket chambers and pocket dosimeters are useful for frequent checks by the user on incremental exposures received during short-term operations. Although the readings from pocket chambers and dosimeters may be recorded, these are not considered as reliable as exposures reported in writing by film badge and TLD processors.  


*Applicants should note that on February 13, 1987, the NRC published a final rule amending § 20.202 of 10 CFR Part 20 dealing with whole body personnel dosimetry devices, such as film badges and TLDs. These badges and TLDs must be processed by processors that have been accredited by the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) of the National Bureau of Standards. The effective date of the rule is February 12, 1988.
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If you do not plan to use personnel monitoring devices, you must submit 
calculations, documentation from radiation surveys, prior personnel monitoring 
results, or other information to demonstrate that it is unlikely that any 
individual will receive a dose in excess of the limits specified in paragraphs 
20.202(a)(1) and (2) of 10 CFR Part 20.  


10.2 Bioassays 


In issuing specific licenses, the NRC customarily requires bioassays when 
individuals work with source material in quantities, chemical and physical forms, 
and manipulations that make it likely that radionuclides will be ingested, 
inhaled, or absorbed. Guidance on bioassay programs for individuals using 
source material, including the levels and types of handling for which bioassays 
are indicated, is provided in Regulatory Guide 8.11, "Applications of Bioassay 
for Uranium." Although Regulatory Guide 8.11 deals specifically with depleted, 
natural, and enriched uranium, some of the methods are applicable to thorium 
as well. Your application for a specific license should include a discussion 
of your proposed use of bioassays, including the types and quantities of iso
topes and the types and frequency of manipulations for which bioassays will be 
used. If you propose to use bioassays less conservatively than recommended in 
Regulatory Guide 8.11, you should state your rationale.  


10.3 Surveys and Monitoring 


The types, methods, and frequency of surveys should be appropriate to the 
types and quantities of materials used and to the types of operations performed.  
Describe your guidelines for performing surveys and monitoring, including 
approximate frequencies. Consider the following types of surveys for radiation 
and radioactive contamination as you prepare these procedures for your planned 
program.  


1. In laboratory and plant areas (e.g., checking for contamination 
on bench tops, handling and storage equipment, clothing, hands). Surveys 
of external radiation levels should be made whenever radioactive material or 
sources are used in a configuration or at a level that is not already surveyed 
or well known. For a continuing or repetitive condition, a survey should be 
made initially, whenever the configuration or source size is changed, and 
periodically to verify that levels are essentially the same as previously 
surveyed.  


2. During work with radiation or radioactive materials (e.g., airborne 
contamination or personnel exposure measurements, including extremities).  


3. In areas associated with storage, disposal, or release of radioactive 
materials (e.g., checking storage and disposal sites and containers; liquid, 
gas, and particulate effluents; filters and duct systems).  


4. In operations involving materials in gas, liquid, or finely divided 
forms. The survey program should monitor the adequacy of containment and control 
of the materials involved. Surveys and monitoring for airborne concentrations 
in restricted and unrestricted areas, for concentrations in air and water efflu
ents released to unrestricted areas, and for surface contamination of personnel, 
facilities, and equipment should be made whenever the type and quantity of
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material handled and the nature of the handling operations are such that releases of radioactivity or contamination are likely. Precautionary surveys should be made periodically if releases or spills of contamination are possible, even though they are not likely or expected.  


5. In an air sampling program. Describe the area where samples will be taken, the frequency of sampling, and the location of the sampler with respect to restricted and unrestricted areas and work areas. Describe the type of assays to be performed to evaluate air samples and the methods used to relate results to actual personnel exposures.  


6. In an effluent monitoring program for all airborne and liquid radioactive material releases to unrestricted areas. Calculational and theoretical evaluations should be supplemented by stack monitoring, waste-stream monitoring, water sampling, and other environmental monitoring appropriate for the planned and potential releases. Explain the basis for any decision not to take 
measurements.  


The frequency of periodic surveys should be based on judgment considering the type and quantity of material and the kind and complexity of handling procedures. In areas where substantial quantities of material are handled and spills or releases are possible (as in chemical processing), surveys should be taken at least daily or after each operation. Laboratories handling small quantities in forms not likely to cause significant contamination may need to be surveyed 
only weekly or monthly.  


Routine surveys of work areas are usually done by the workers in the area, and surveillance and verification surveys are performed periodically, e.g., quarterly, by the radiation safety officer or his or her staff.  


Special surveys should be performed whenever there is an unusual event such as a spill or nonroutine handling of material under circumstances that release of material or contamination is possible.  


Guidance may be obtained from the National Council on Radiation Protection Report No. 57, "Instruments and Monitoring Methods for Radiation Protection";* the International Atomic Energy Agency Technical Report Series No.120, "Monitoring of Radioactive Contamination on Surfaces";** and Regulatory Guides 8.21, "Health Physics Surveys for Byproduct Material at NRC-Licensed Processing and Manufacturing Plants," and 8.23, "Radiation Safety Surveys at Medical Institutions." 
10.4 Radiation Detection Instruments and Instrument Calibration 


You should provide information on the radiation detection and measuring instruments to be used for radiation protection measurements. In addition to survey and monitoring instruments, which are the primary radiation protection 


*Copies may be obtained from NCRP Publications, 7910 Woodmont Ave., Suite 1016, 
Bethesda, MD 20814.  


"**Copies may be obtained from UNIPUB Inc., P.O. Box 433, Murray Hill Station, 
New York, NY 10157.
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instruments, include a description of the quantitative measuring instruments needed to monitor the adequacy of radioactive materials containment and contamination control. Instruments used only for acquisition of data related to the use of radioactive materials and not to radiation protection need not be listed.  
The following is a list of the minimum equipment deemed necessary for source material operations involving loose materials (possible surface or 


airborne contamination).  


1. Portable survey meters capable of detecting the-presence of beta and gamma surface contamination and measuring external radiation levels up to several hundred millirems per hour.  


2. Air sampling devices with filter media that are 99% efficient for collecting particles with a diameter greater than 0.3 micrometer.  


3. High-strength wipes for collection of removable surface contamination.  


4. Low-level laboratory counting equipment for analysis of air samples, 
wipe samples, or water samples for alpha or beta radioactivity content.  


5. Film badges or TLDs for monitoring external exposure doses to persons working in or frequenting restricted areas. You may obtain these devices from any commercial vendor and you should process (exchange) them at intervals not to exceed 1 month for film badges and 3 months for TLDs.* 


Instrumentation may be described in a tabular listing: 


D 
C Sensitivity 


Radiation Range A B Detected (millirem/hour Type of Number (alpha, beta, or counts/ Instrument Available gamma, neutron) minute) 


NOTE: In Column A, include the window thickness of instruments for detecting alpha or beta particles.  


Instruments for radiation protection measurements need not be present continuously in each room or laboratory, but they should be readily available at each licensed location of use (refer to Item 3). Radiation protection instruments may be used in more than one laboratory and moved about as needed, but they should be available in sufficient numbers to meet all simultaneous 
needs.  


7As of February 12, 1988, § 20.202 of 10 CFR Part 20 will require whole body personnel dosimetry devices, such as film badges and TLDs, to be processed by processors that have been accredited by NVLAP of the National Bureau of 
Standards.
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Surveying and monitoring instruments for measuring unsealed radioactive 
material (e.g., surface contamination, filters, and wipe tests) are usually the 
geiger probe type. The sensitivity range and window thickness of the probe 
must be appropriate to the type and quantity of material to be measured. These instruments read in either millirems per hour or counts per minute. If they 
read in millirems per hour, they can also be used to measure exposure rates 
from sealed or unsealed material up to the limit of the instrument scale.  


Instruments should be calibrated and operable in order to perform appropriate surveys and monitoring. Your survey meters should be calibrated at least every 12 months and after any servicing of the instrument (other than a 
simple battery exchange). State the frequency of calibration for each listed 
instrument. There are three options for calibration: 


1. If the instruments will be returned to the manufacturer for calibra
tion, so state.  


2. If a contractor will perform the calibration, state the name and 
address of the firm and its NRC or Agreement State license number.  


3. If the instruments will be calibrated inhouse, provide the following 
additional information.  


The name of the manufacturer and model number of each radiation 
source to be used, 


The nuclide and quantity of radioactive material contained in 
each source, 


The accuracy of each source and the traceability of the source 
to a primary radiation standard, 


The step-by-step procedures, including associated radiation 
safety procedures, you will use in calibrating, and 


The name of each individual who will perform the calibrations 
together with his or her experience and training in instrument 
calibration.  


Note: Guidance is being developed on inhouse calibration of survey instruments. Draft Regulatory Guide FC 413-4, "Guide for the Preparation of Applications for Licenses for the Use of Radioactive Materials in Calibrating 
Radiation Survey and Monitoring Instruments," was issued for public comment in 
June 1985.  


10.5 Radiation Safety Procedures 


Your radiation safety procedures must be adequate to protect health and 
minimize danjer to life and property according to paragraph 40.32(c) of 10 CFR 
Part 40. You should provide the following information about your radiation 
safety program. Exhibit 1 is an example of an acceptable radiation safety 
program submittal.
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EXHIBIT 1 


RADIATION SAFETY PROGRAM 


Purpose 


This is a formal planned program to protect the health of workers, minimize 
danger to life and property, and make every reasonable effort to maintain 
radiation exposures and releases of radioactive material in effluents to 
unrestricted areas as low as is reasonably achievable.  


Scope 


This, program is applicable to the possession, use, storage, and transfer or 
disposal of all NRC-licensed materials.  


References 


1. 10 CFR Parts 19, 20, 40, and 71 
2. NBS/ICRP Handbooks 
3. Regulatory Guides 


Responsibilities 


1. Management (of the licensee) has overall responsibility for the 
radiation safety of all individuals who work in or frequent restricted 
areas under its control. In addition, management is responsible for 
compliance with applicable NRC regulations and the terms of its NRC 
license.  


2. Radiation safety officers (or supervisors assigned radiation safety 
responsibilities) are responsible-for the conduct of day-to-day radia
tion safety operations or program tasks set forth below, including 
the review and approval of standard operating and emergency procedures.  


3. Supervisors are responsible for developing and implementing standard 
operating and emergency procedures applicable to operations under 
their supervisory control. This includes day-to-day radiation 
safety supervision and reporting to management unsafe acts or 
conditions that they cannot correct.  


4. Workers are responsible for performing their jobs in a safe manner 
and in accordance with approved standard operating and emergency 
procedures. In addition, workers must be alert to and immediately 
report to their supervisor all unsafe acts or conditions noted in 
restricted areas.  


Program Tasks 


The following tasks are essential elements of the radiation safety program: 


1. Provide training on a routine basis for personnel who work in or 
frequent restricted areas.
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EXHIBIT 1 (Cont'd)


2. Develop and implement procedures for routine and emergency operations 
involving licensed materials.  


3. Select, evaluate, and test facilities and equipment for radiological 


operations.  


4. Provide radiological monitoring for personnel.  


5. Control contamination.  


6. Conduct area and effluent monitoring.  


7. Obtain and comply with the NRC license for radioactive materials to 
be used.  


8. Maintain inventory control of licensed materials.  


9. Conduct investigations of all accidents or incidents and issue the 
necessary reports.  


10. Conduct annual audits and evaluations of the effectiveness of the 
radiation safety program.
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1. A description in outline form (with major subheadings) of your 
radiation safety program, including the following: 


a. Program objectives 


b. The responsibilities and duties with respect to radiation safety of 
management, radiation safety personnel, work supervisors, and workers 


c. Primary program tasks 


d. Methods for auditing and evaluating the effectiveness of your radia
tion safety program 


2. A sample standard operating procedure (SOP) as developed and approved 
for an activity for which you are seeking a license. An SOP is a formal set 
of detailed instructions telling a worker how to perform an operation safely.  
The SOP is prepared as a cooperative effort between the individual most familiar 
with the operation and his or her supervisor. It is then reviewed by the RSO 
for radiological safety content and is approved by management for implementation 
by the supervisor. Exhibit 2 outlines the steps for preparing an SOP.  


3. A sample emergency procedure that will be provided to personnel who 
work in or frequent restricted areas and that instructs personnel about actions 
they are to take in the event of fires, explosions, accidental releases of 
source material, or other potentially hazardous occurrences involving source 
material.  


4. The formats (or forms) to be used by your personnel for recording: 


Results of personnel monitoring 
Results of radiological instrument calibrations 


• Results of radiological surveys 
• Quantities of radioactivity in effluents 


Inventories (receipts, transfers, or disposals) of source materials 
Accident and incident investigation reports 
Audits and evaluation of radiation safety program 


5. A copy of your radiation surveying and monitoring procedures. As a 
minimum, these procedures should include: 


Areas or operations to be surveyed 
Types of surveys 
Frequency of surveys 
Acceptable contamination limits 
Records to be maintained.  


Item 11 - WASTE MANAGEMENT 


You should describe your methods for disposing of radioactive waste. Your 
application should include, when appropriate for the types of waste involved, 
provisions for monitoring and segregating waste materials (radioactive from 
nonradioactive and liquid from solid waste). Under NRC regulations, you may 
dispose of waste in the following ways:
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EXHIBIT 2


STEPS FOR PREPARING AN SOP 


1. Conduct a procedures analysis with respect to needed instruction, equipment, and work environment for the operation to be performed. Collect and 
summarize the following: 


A description of the equipment or process and its purpose. Also include a statement of the overall degree of hazard expected.  A list of standards and publications applicable to the process.  Qualifications and training requirements for personnel.  • A list of equipment needed and the operating and servicing instructions.  • Requirements for specialized tools and associated equipment.  Requirements for general safety equipment, personnel monitoring, and protective clothing.  
Requirements for ventilation control and air cleaning.  Step-by-step instructions for performing the operation with a corresponding hazards analysis.  
Instructions for handling any waste generated.  Actions to be taken in the event of fire, explosion, release of surface or airborne source material, or other hazardous occurrence.  


2. Review all the information with the RSO, safety officers, human factors engineer, or others as management may direct, and select information to be 
included in the SOP.  


3. Prepare the SOP according to a logical format, for example: 


* Title 
"* Purpose 
• Scope 
• References 


Responsibilities 
Step-by-step instructions, including radiation safety precautions 
Authority (signature of person approving document)
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1. Transfer to someone (usually a waste disposal company or the original supplier) properly licensed to receive radioactive waste in accordance with paragraph 2 0 .301(a) of 10 CFR Part 20. State the name and license number of the receiving company (you should contact it in advance to determine any limitations that may apply to its acceptance of your waste).  
2. Release into a sanitary sewer in conformance with § 20.303 of 10 CFR Part 20.  


3. Release into air or water in concentrations allowed by § 20.106 of 10 CFR Part 20.  


4. Other methods specifically approved by the NRC pursuant to § 20.302 of 10 CFR Part 20.  


Regardless of the methods you may choose for disposal of your source material waste, you are expected to develop and implement procedures to minimize exposures of personnel and impact on the environment during handling, storage, and ultimate disposal. At a minimum, your procedures should include: 


1. Assessment of the quantity and types of wastes to be generated.  


2. Recording receipts, transfers, and disposals.  
3. Providing storage facilities to secure waste against unauthorized access and to prevent weathering or other damage that could result in release of source materials.  


4. Conducting surveying and monitoring operations to ensure compliance with the release limits of §§ 20.106 and 20.303 of 10 CFR Part 20.  


Item 12 - LICENSE FEES 


An application fee paid in full is required by paragraph 1 7 0.12(a) of 10 CFR Part 170 for most types of licenses, including applications for license amendments and renewals. You should refer to § 170.31, "Schedule of Fees for Materials Licenses and Other Regulatory Services," to determine the amount of the fee that must accompany your application. An application received without a fee or with an inadequate fee may be returned to you. All application fees may be charged regardless of the NRC's disposition of the application or your withdrawal of the application.  


Item 13 - CERTIFICATION 


Your application should be dated and signed by you if you are acting as an individual or by a representative of the corporation or legal entity who is authorized to sign official documents and to certify that the application contains information that is true and correct to the best of your knowledge and belief. Unsigned applications will be returned for proper signature.
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Item 14 - VOLUNTARY ECONOMIC DATA 


The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 requires Federal agencies to consider the effects of their rules on small businesses and other small entities. In order for the NRC to maintain an up-to-date data base of its licensees, four categories of economic information are sought from applicants.  These economic data will be used by the NRC to prepare regulatory analyses that contain, among other things, the anticipated economic burden a proposed rulemaking action will have on affected licensees. To the extent that it is possible and consistent with public health and safety, the NRC will consider the economic burden in light of the size of the entities affected by the rule in an attempt to mitigate the potential for a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities.  


14.a Annual Receipts 


Guidance for determining the appropriate box in 14.a, Annual Receipts:* 


1. Holders of One NRC License. If your organization (named on the license or application) holds one NRC license and operates from one address, check the box that most closely approximates your annual receipts; in the case of hospitals, academic institutions, or other entities that do not operate on the basis of receipts, check the box that most closely approximates the annual operating budget of your organization.  


2. Holders of Multiple NRC Licenses Issued for One Address. If your organization (named on the license or application) holds multiple NRC licenses, all of which are issued to the same address, check the box that most closely approximates the annual receipts or annual operating budget for your entire organization, regardless of the number of NRC licenses possessed at that single 
address.  


3. Holders of Multiple NRC Licenses at Multiple Addresses. If your organization (named on the license or application) holds multiple NRC licenses at multiple addresses, check the box that most closely approximates the annual receipts or annual operating budget for the operations conducted at the address on this license or application and not for the entire corporate entity.  


14.b Number of Employees 


The number of employees reported should reflect all employees for the organization at the address listed on the license or application, excluding outside contractors. The number of employees reported should not be that of a single department or division within the organization.  


'If the applicant is a university with a teaching hospital that operates 
under a separate annual budget and the applicant has been issued multiple licenses, the applicant should distinguish the figures that pertain solely to the university from those figures that pertain solely to the teaching 
hospital.
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14.c Number of Beds (Hospitals Only) 


Enter the total number of beds in the hospital excluding bassinets and 
nursing-home-type units.  


14.d Would You Be Willing To Furnish Cost Information on the Economic Impact of Current Regulations or any Future Proposed NRC Regulations that May 
Affect You? 


Indicate if you would be willing to furnish additional economic data to the NRC that would help the NRC evaluate the economic impact of a rule on 
affected licensees.  


4. AMENDMENTS TO A LICENSE 


After you are issued a license, you must conduct your program in accordance with (1) the statements, representations, and procedures contained in your application, (2) the terms and conditions of the license, and (3) the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission's regulations.  


It is your obligation to keep your license current. You should anticipate the need for a license amendment insofar as possible. If any of the information provided in the application is to be modified or changed, submit an application for a license amendment. In the meantime, you must comply with the terms and conditions of your license until it is actually amended; NRC regulations do not allow you to implement changes on the basis of a submission 
requesting an amendment to your license.  


An application for a license amendment may be prepared either on the application form (NRC Form 313) or in letter form and should be submitted in duplicate to the address specified in Section 2 of this guide. Your application should identify your license by number and should clearly describe the exact nature of the changes, additions, or deletions. References to previously submitted information and documents should be clear and specific and should identify the pertinent information by date, page, and paragraph.  


You must send the appropriate fee for a license amendment with your application. The NRC will not accept an application for filing or processing before the proper fee is paid in accordance with § 170.12 of 10 CFR Part 170.  


5. RENEWAL OF A LICENSE 


Licenses are issued for a period of up to 5 years. You must send two copies of your application for renewal to the address specified in Section 2 of this guide. You may submit an entirely new application for renewal as if it were an application for a new license without referring to previously 
submitted information.  


As an alternative, you may: 


1. Review your current license to determine whether the information accurately represents your current and anticipated program. Identify any necessary additions, deletions, or other changes and then prepare information 
appropriate for the needed additions or changes.
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2. Review the documents you have submitted in the past to determine whether the information in them is up to date and accurately represents your management control program, facilities, equipment, personnel, radiation safety procedures, locations of use, and any other information pertinent to your program. The documents you consider to represent your current program should be identified by date. Any out-of-date or superseded documents should also be identified, and changes should be made in these documents as necessary to reflect your current program.  


3. Review NRC regulations to ensure that any changes in the regulations are appropriately covered in the program description.  


4. After you have completed your review, submit two copies of a letter, with the proper fee, requesting renewal of your license and providing the information specified in items 1, 2, and 3 as necessary. If your current license and supporting documents accurately reflect your current program, state that operations will continue in accordance with those documents and applicable NRC regulations and license conditions.  


5. Include the name and telephone number of the person to be contacted about your renewal application and include your current mailing address if it is not indicated correctly on your license.  


If you file your application for license renewal at least 30 days before the expiration date of your license and include the appropriate fee for license renewal, your present license will automatically remain in effect until the NRC takes final action on your renewal application. However, if you file the application less than 30 days before the expiration date and the NRC cannot process it before that date, you would be without a valid license when your license expires.  


It is important that the appropriate fee accompany your application for license renewal. In accordance with § 170.12 of 10 CFR Part 170, the NRC will not accept an application for filing or processing before the proper fee is paid.  
If you do not wish to renew your license, you must dispose of all licensed radioactive material you possess in a manner authorized by 10 CFR Part 20.  Complete NRC Form 314, "Certificate of Disposition of Materials," and send it to the NRC before the expiration date of your license with a request that your license be terminated.  


If you cannot dispose of all the licensed radioactive material in your possession before the expiration date, you must request a license renewal for storage only of the radioactive material. This renewal is necessary to avoid violating NRC's regulations that do not allow you to possess licensable material without a valid license.  


6. IMPLEMENTATION 


The purpose of this section is to provide information to you about the NRC staff's plan for using this regulatory guide and how these plans affect 
you.
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This guide was distributed for public comment as Task FC 409-4 in 
April 1985 to encourage public participation in its development. This 
Revision 2 represents the final position of the NRC, which was made after 
considering the public comments that were received on the draft guide.  


The draft guide and final guide differ somewhat. If your license was 
issued or amended based on recommendations in the draft guide that are more 
restrictive than those in the final guide, you may choose to request an amend
ment to your license to incorporate the less restrictive guidance.  


. In cases where the final guide is more restrictive than the draft guide, 
licensing actions already completed will not be affected because all required 
regulatory findings have been made. However, the more restrictive recommenda
tions in the final guide reflect items identified by the NRC staff as important 
to health and safety. Discrepancies may be addressed for effective licenses by 
license amendment or rule change. In unusual cases in which immediate action 
is required, you would be contacted directly by the NRC.  


The information in this regulatory guide is guidance, not requirements.  
The NRC reviews each application to ensure that users of source material 
are capable of complying with NRC's regulations. This guide provides one set 
of methods approved by the NRC for meeting the regulations.
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APPENDIX A 


NRC FORM 313 U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 1.84) APPROVED BY OMB 


10 CPA 30.32.33, 34, 1012 
3•and 4o APPLICATION FOR MATERIAL LICENSE Ex~ 5.31.7 


INSTRUCTIONS: SEE THE APPROPRIATE LICENSE APPLICATION GUIDE FOR DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING APPLICATION. SEND TWO COPIES 
OF THE ENTIRE COMPLETED APPLICATION TO THE NRC OFFICE SPECIFIED BELOW.


FEDERAL AGENCIES PILE APPLICATIONS WITH: 


U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
DIVISION OF FUEL CYCLE AND MATERIAL SAFETY, NMSS 
WASHINGTON, DC 20615 


ALL OTHER PERSONS FILE APPLICATIONS AS FOLLOWS, IF YOU ARE 
LOCATED IN: 


CONNECTICUT. DELAWARE, OISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, MAINE, MARYLAND, 
MASSAC4•US•TTS, NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, PENNSYLVANIA. RHODE ISLAND, 
OR VERMONT. SEND APPLICATIONS TO: 


"U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION. REGION I 
NUCLEAR MATERIAL SECTION B, 
831 PARK AVENUE' 
KING OF PRUSSIA. PA 19408 


ALABAMA,. FLORIDA, GEORGIA, KENTUCKY, MISSPPI, NORTH CAROLINA, 
PUERTO RICO. SOUTH CAROUNA. TENNESSEE, VIRGINIA, VIRGIN ISLANDS, OR 
WEST VIRGINIA. SEND APPLICATIONS TO: 


U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, REGION II 
MATERIAL RADIATION PROTECTION SECTION 
101 MARIETTA STREET, SUITE 2900 
ATLANTA, GA 30323


IF YOU ARE LOCATED IN: 


ILLINOIS, INDIANA, IOWA, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA, MISSOURI, OHIO, OR 
WISCONSIN. SEND APPLICATIONS TO: 


U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION. REGION III 
MATERIALS LICENSING SECTION 
799 ROOSEVELT ROAD 
GLEN ELLYN, IL 60137 


ARKANSAS, COLORADO, IDAHO, KANSAS, LOUISIANA, MONTANA. NEBRASKA, 
NEW MEXICO. NORTH DAKOTA, OKLAHOMA. SOUTH DAKOTA. TEXAS, UTAH, 
or WYOMING. SEND APPLICATIONS TO: 


U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION. REGION IV 
MATERIAL RADIATION PROTECTION SECTION 
611 RYAN PLAZA DRIVE, SUITE 1000 
ARLINGTON, TX 78011 


ALASKA, ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA, HAWAII. NEVADA, OREGON, WASHINGTON.  
AND U.S. TERRITORIES AND POSSESSION$ IN THE PACIFIC, SEND APPLICATIONS 
TO: 


U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, REGION V 
MATERIAL RADIATION PROTECTION SECTION 
1450 MARIA LANE. SUITE 210 
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596


PERSONS LOCATED IN AGREEMENT STATES SEND APPLICATIONS TO THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ONLY IF THEY WISH TO POSSESS AND USE LICENSED MATERIAL 
IN STATES SUBJECT TO U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION JURISDICTION.


1. THIS IS AN APPLICATION FOR fChedr 47PM-HSC im~lni 2. NAME AND MAILING ADDRESS OF APPLICANT (11WludOZ40 Codel 


A. NEW LICENSE • 


"8 ". AMENDMENT TO LICENSE NUMBER 


C. RENEWAL OF LICENSE NUMBER : 


3. ADDRESSIESf WHERE LICENSED MATERIAL WILL BE USED OR POSSESSED.  


4. NAME OF PERSON TO BE CONTACTED ABOUT THIS APPLICATION TELEPHONE NUMBER 


SUBMIT ITEMS S THROUGH 11 ON11% x 11" PAPER. THE TYPE AND SCOPE OF INFORMATION TO BE PROVIDED IS DESCRIBED IN THE LICENSE APPLICATION GUIDE.  


S. RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL 
a. Eanemnt and mes n•mba, 5. cb.ekmial and/or Phyvl fom. and c. maxnmum amnount 6. PURPOSE(S) FOR WHICH LICENSED MATERIAL WILL BE USED.  
whilh w.ll be aoas wanny ofn tina.  


7. INDIVIDUAL(S) RESPONSIBLE FOR RADIATION SAFETYPROGRAM AND THEIR 8. TRAINING FOR INDIVIDUALS WORKING IN OR FREQUENTING RESTRICTED AREAS.  
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE.  


9. FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT. 10. RADIATION SAFETY PROGRAM.  


12. LICENSEE FEES ISe 10 CFR 770#nd Setion 170.3?) 
11. WASTE MANAGEMENT. AMOUNT FEE CATEGORY ENCLOSED S 
13. CERTHIFICATION. /dMustaerbe J.adm.smnbeanfl~ THE APt: I'tHY ::AIfIpotQTAh~nnt.r.:• & .*,.r..c ^ = o ..................... .


BINDING UPON THE APPLICANT. -.... .RT IN THIS APPLICATION ARE 
THE APPLICANT AND ANY OFFICIAL EXECUTING THIS CERTIFICATION ON BEHALF OF THE APPCICANT. NAMED IN ITEM 2. CERTIFY THAT THIS APPLICATION IS 
PREPARED IN CONFORMITY WITH TITLE 10, CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS. PARTS 30.32,33,34,35, AND 40 AND THAT ALL INFORMATICN CONTAINED HEREIN, 
IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.  
WARNING: 18 U.S.C. SECTION 1001 ACT OF JUNE 25.1948,62 STAT. 749 MAKES IT A CRIMINAL OFFENSE TO MAKE A WILLFULLY FALSE STATEMENT OR REPRESENTATION 
TO ANY DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES AS TO ANY MATTER WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION


SENA RE PEERTIFYING OPFICER C PEDGPRYNTE NAME ITATLE VDATE 


14A VOUTRNECE EY C CNOKIC N EATA 
NNUkL RlnCrT b. NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES "row for d. WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO FURNISH COST INFORMATION 


tAlbl4,rnd/0tsvfft 
lwtj S<3250K $1M--3.5M *r~rm flCilirY OxCluding outsidir o4•rrCtor ON THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF CURRENT NRC REGULATIONS OR ANY FUTURE S• PROPOSED NRC REGULATIONS THAT MAY AFFECT YOU? 1ANRCeoguistonsom, mr 


2SMK--SWK S3.5M--TM it to porder confidendel comm~isl or fle~[•r~l~t-iffn#o urisb• to 


$SSWK--750K $TM--10M c. NUMBER OF BEDS hspeinc fdot 


$750K-,M •>310M ""YES r7• NO 


FOR NRC USE ONLY 
TPOFFE FEE LOG FEE CATEGORY COMMENTS •APPROVED BY 


A MO UNT RECEIVED I CHECK NUM BER 
DATE
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APPENDIX A (Continued)


PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 
Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(e)(3), enacted into law by section 3 of the Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-579), the following statement is furnished to individuals who supply information to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on NRC Form 313. This information is maintained in a system of records designated as NRC-3 and described at 40 Federal Register 45334 (October 1, 1975).  


1. AUTHORITY: Sections 81 and 161 (b) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 , as amended (42 U.S.C. 2111 and 2201 (b)).  
2. PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): The information is evaluated by the NRC staff pursuant to the criteria set forth in 10 CFR Parts 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 40 to determine whether the application meets the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations, for the issuance of a radioactive material license or amendment 


thereof.  


3. ROUTINE USES: The information may be (a) provided to State health departments for their information and use; and (b) provided to Federal, State, and local health officials and other persons in the event of incident or exposure, for their information, investigation, and protection of the public health and safety. The information may also be disclosed to appropriate Federal, State, and local agencies in the event that the information indicates a violation or potential violation of law and in the course of an administrative or judicial proceeding. In addition, this information may be trans"ferred to an appropriate Federal, State, or local agency to the extent relevant and necessary for an NRC decision or to an appropriate Federal agency to the extent relevant and necessary for that agency's decision about you.  
4. WHETHER DISCLOSURE IS MANDATORY OR VOLUNTARY AND EFFECT ON INDIVIDUAL OF NOT PROVIDING INFORMATION: Disclosure of the requested information is voluntary. If the requested information is not furnished, however, the application for radioactive material license, or amendment thereof, will not be processed. A request that information be held from public inspection must be in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.790. Withhold.  ing from public inspection shall not affect the right, if any, of persons properly and directly concerned need to inspect 


the document.  


5. SYSTEM MANAGER(S) AND ADDRESS: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Director, Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
Washington, D.C. 20555 
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VALUE/IMPACT STATEMENT


A draft value/impact statement was published with the proposed version 
of this regulatory guide, Task FC 409-4, when the draft guide was published 
for public comment in April 1985. No substantive changes were necessary, 
so a separate value/impact statement for the final guide has not been prepared.  
A copy of the draft value/impact statement is available for inspection or 
copying for a fee at the Commission's Public Document Room at 1717 H Street NW., 
Washington, DC 20555, under Task FC 409-4.
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10 CFR 171.16 (annual fee):  $9,600.00
 
We’d appreciate further discussion on your proposed project.  Your suggestion of
summarizing the tentative options and your specific questions will allow us to provide a
more succinct response and have a better discussion with you.  I’ve included a couple of
others on this email.  If you could reply to all, we’d appreciate it.
 
Mr. Chris Grossman, Project Manager, NRC/Headquarters/Nuclear Materials Safety and
Safeguards
Mr. Roberto Torres, Sr. Health Physicist, NRC/Region IV/Division of Nuclear Materials
Safety
Ms. Janine Katanic, Branch Chief, NRC/Region IV/Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Ms. Patti Silva, Branch Chief, NRC/Region IV/Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
 
Sincerely,
Rachel
 
Rachel S. Browder, CHP
Sr. Health Physicist
US NRC, Region IV
1600 East Lamar Blvd.
Arlington, TX  76011-4511
Work:  817-200-1452
Cell:  817-946-4812
Main: 817.860.8100
 


